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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

10:31 a.m.2

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  The meeting will3

come to order.  This is the first day of the 143rd4

meeting of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste.5

My name is George Hornberger, Chairman of the ACNW.6

The other Members of the Committee present are John7

Garrick, Vice Chairman; Milton Levenson and Michael8

Ryan.9

During today's meeting the Committee will10

(1) discuss the process of Yucca Mountain key11

technical issues, agreement, resolution and risk12

ranking with representatives of the Department of13

Energy and the NRC staff; and (2) discuss potential14

ACNW letters, including the status of KTI agreement15

resolution.16

Howard Larson is the Designated  Federal17

Official for today's initial session.18

This meeting is being conducted in19

accordance with the provisions of the Federal Advisory20

Committee Act.  We have received no requests for time21

to make oral statements from members of the public22

regarding today's sessions.  Should anyone wish to23

address the Committee, please make your wishes known24

to one of the Committee staff.25
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It is requested that speakers use one of1

the microphones, identify themselves and speak with2

sufficient clarity and volume so that they can be3

readily heard.4

Before proceeding, I would like to cover5

some brief items of interest.  One, Ms. Tanya Winfrey,6

who is the ACRW/ACNW Administrative Assistant received7

the NRC Meritorious Service Award from the8

Commissioners on June 12th during an agency-wide9

ceremony on the green.  Congratulations to Tanya.10

Ms. Tina Ghosh, Ph.D. candidate from MIT11

joined the Technical Staff on June 9th.  She is12

working with the ACNW Staff on PRAs and so forth and13

is keeping interested in risk and uncertainty issues14

at Yucca Mountain.15

Third, in a June 3rd press release, the16

world edition of BBC News discussed Neil Coleman's17

paper titled "Aqueous Flows  Carved the Outflow18

Channels on Mars" which was published in the Journal19

of Geophysical Research, Volume 108 and was actually20

accepted on January 3, 2003.  Congratulations to Neil,21

too.22

So we're going to move into our regular23

session and John Garrick is the lead member on risk24

and KTI, so I'll turn it over to John.25
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VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you, George.1

I think that we're coming to the point in time where2

we're really going to begin to test the issue and the3

ability to risk-informed technical issues associated4

with Yucca Mountain and to deal with the differences5

between a safety case based just on a prescriptive6

standard and the risk-informed safety case that also7

includes a standard.8

We have been coming up to this point for9

a good long time and this Committee has stressed the10

importance of having as a baseline what the experts11

believe to be the real risk and go from that point to12

whatever issues seem to be important enough that they13

ought to be dealt with in relation to what the risk14

is.15

Our position is not one of detailed risk16

assessment on every issue.  Our position is one of17

making sure that we understand what's driving the risk18

and that whatever it is that's driving the risk is19

sufficiently transparent that we can see what the20

supporting evidence is for that contribution.21

And so we'll be looking very carefully at22

the issues throughout the morning, such as the way in23

which the KTI agreements are importance-ranked.  We've24

read about the attempt to bundle some of the KTI25
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agreements together which in principle sounds like a1

good idea and whether or not it's a feasible thing to2

do in practice, we hope to learn something about that.3

We also are hopeful of getting into the4

issue of the treatment of uncertainty and how5

uncertainty is propagated through the models.  We've6

seen a new term come into the discussion, namely7

combined effects contributing to uncertainty.  So we8

have a lot to consider and these presentations are9

going to be very important in that regard.10

And so with that, as I understand it,11

April Gil is going to lead off for the Department of12

Energy and we'll introduce herself and her role as13

well as the subsequent speakers. 14

April, we're pleased to see you.15

MS. GIL:  Thank you, Dr. Garrick.  Do you16

want me to sit here and use the mike or do you have a17

portable mike.18

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  There is one.19

MS. GIL:  Thank you very much.  Good20

morning.  I'm very pleased to be here.  It's been many21

years since I've had the chance to talk to the22

Advisory Committee and I wanted to say first off on23

behalf of myself and our DOE team, we're very pleased24

to be here today to discuss with the Committee our25
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approach to resolution of KTI agreement items.1

My name is April Gil.  I'm the Division2

Director for the Regulatory Interactions and Strategy3

Division for the Office of Repository Development and4

my team and myself are based out of Las Vegas.5

First off, let me say that we're well6

aware that there's a lot of interest in the7

Department's approach to resolution of KTI agreement8

items.  We know that the Committee and the Commission9

itself is very interested in the schedule and the10

methodology that the Department will be using to11

resolve these issues.  And let me reassure the12

Committee and the Commission that we're working very13

closely with your staff to make sure that all the14

agreements are explicitly and completely addressed by15

the time of license application submittal which is16

currently planned for December of 2004.17

I just wanted to provide a little18

background for folks who either weren't in the program19

at that time or just a little refresher.  I can see a20

lot of familiar faces here from the KTI agreement21

technical exchanges in management meetings.22

We established 293 agreements with the NRC23

in a series of very intensive public interactions over24

a course of about 18 months.  They started in April of25
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2000 and our last one was in September of 2001.  These1

agreements, we believe, were key to the NRC's finding2

of sufficiency in allowing the Department of Energy to3

go ahead with site recommendation, to implement4

national policy for geologic disposal of high level5

waste.  So we feel that the KTI agreement items have6

been a very effective way to focus the national7

program and to allow clarify and transparency in what8

is necessary for the Department to complete prior to9

submittal of a license application.10

And this will be familiar, I think, to11

everyone in this room.  This is NRC's status summary.12

We get this on a weekly basis and make sure that it's13

maintained.  The accounting and the bookkeeping with14

the KTIs can be challenging.  This, I think, is the15

most simple, straightforward explanation.  Two hundred16

ninety-three total agreements and 78 remaining --17

excuse me, 78 agreements have been closed and 14018

remaining.19

We have determined that we needed to20

revise the way we were addressing the key technical21

issues and we've been working on this for some months.22

Primary drivers for the changes were program23

replanning due to the continued resolution from24

Congress that had a significant impact on our budget25
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and our program.  Also, another significant input to1

our approach was the availability of the Yucca2

Mountain Review Plan in draft final form and you will3

hear more about that later this morning from our other4

speakers.5

Another important thing that we've done6

over the last year and a half, two years, is met7

consistently, frequently with the NRC staff to8

understand better exactly what is necessary to resolve9

these KTI agreements.  And the interactions include10

public meetings, technical exchanges, Appendix VII11

visits and also the letters that have gone back and12

forth between the two agencies.13

So I think that this has really been a14

significant input to us in getting better15

understanding exactly what's necessary for the16

agreements.17

So in developing responses, we've got an18

understanding.  We've also got an understanding of19

what the NRC staff expects when we receive Additional20

Information Needs from the NRC staff.  Our goal is21

always to be successful with the initial submittals of22

the KTI agreements.  We try to be as complete in the23

documentation and the approach as possible.  However,24

there have been cases where the NRC staff has written25
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back and said we need additional information in this1

area on this original KTI agreement.  So those are2

termed Additional Information Needs rather than3

requests for additional information which I understand4

is used for licenses.5

So we've had clarification of NRC staff6

expectations and I know the NRC management and NMSS is7

very aggressive and specific on this point.  They want8

to make sure that there's clear, mutual understanding9

between NRC and DOE as to what's necessary.10

And the discussions that we've had at11

technical exchanges, I know ACNW members and staff12

have been present at many of these.  They are very13

lively, open interchange of information that's14

documented in formal meeting minutes afterwards and we15

think those have been very helpful.16

So our previous approach focused on17

responses to individual agreements.  There were cases18

that we grouped them, but the vast majority of the19

agreements we did them one at a time, so to speak.20

And we realized that addressing the agreements in this21

way was not as effective as taking an overall22

integrated approach because many of the agreements are23

related, not just within a specific key technical24

issue area, but between KTIs, there are relationships25
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between the agreements.1

So our revised approach, we think, is a2

substantial improvement over what we've been doing in3

the past.  And I know the Committee and the Commission4

is well aware that the frequency with which we are5

submitting agreement items has slowed down6

considerably in the last few months.  We have every7

intention of getting those submittals back on schedule8

and we'll do everything we can to make sure that that9

happens.  We're going to address the key technical10

issues according to the relationship to the overall11

system.  It's a more holistic integrated approach and12

one real benefit of this approach is with the13

availability of Yucca Mountain Review Plan in draft14

final form, we're able to organize the key technical15

issues around the YMRP and the Safety Analysis Report.16

And this effort, as I said, has been going on for some17

months, has been very beneficial to us, to allow us to18

focus on what's really necessary for the license19

application.20

So really what you're going to see today,21

I hope you will agree, is a more integrated,22

systematic approach and eventually more effective23

approach to address the agreements.24

We are still committed to addressing every25
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single key technical issue agreement prior to1

submittal of the license application.  We're going to2

explicitly address every KTI agreement and you will3

see later today more about our approach, but when we4

have what we call the story or integrated explanation5

and discussion about the effect of the KTI, we're6

going to have specific cross walks, we call them, that7

show where every single KTI has been addressed.8

So our goal again is effective resolution.9

The revised schedule for submittal has been provided10

to NRC.  It just came yesterday.  This is under11

signature of Joe Ziegler to Janet Schleuter.12

Now as you know, some of the KTI13

agreements are not related to post-closure.  Some are14

pre-closure.  So those specifically will be handled in15

a more individual manner.  Our grouping or bundling16

approach that Dr. Garrick referred to is related to17

the post-closure case.  So pre-closure criticality in18

some of the design KTI agreements will be handled19

individually.20

We're very sensitive to the time demands,21

constraints and pressure on the NRC staff to review22

these agreements.  We're fully aware of the burden23

that this places on the staff and the Commission.  We24

want to work with the staff.  As we went ahead and did25
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our schedule, we were very cognizant of what we call1

levelizing the output of the KTI agreements so that2

rather than having large groups, discrete points, they3

come in in a more equal time frame because this does4

put a burden on the NRC staff for their review.5

We want to have interactions, public6

interactions with the staff to talk through our7

proposals and our products.  And we're hoping to do8

that prior to submission of the bundles or the groups9

so that we can gain information in what the NRC10

staff's feedback is on our approach and make any11

necessary revisions so that it will be acceptable upon12

formal submission to the NRC.13

And we have -- we already have an14

aggressive schedule of interactions.  We will be15

revising the schedule as necessary to accommodate the16

new grouping approach of KTIs.17

So I'd like to introduce the next speaker18

or does the Commission -- excuse me, the Committee,19

want me to take questions now or do you want to wait20

until the end of the session?21

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Any questions22

at this point?  We'll wait a while.  We won't commit23

to the others.24

(Laughter.)25
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MS. GIL:  Thank you, Dr. Garrick.  I'd1

like to introduce the next speaker, Dr. Bob Andrews.2

He's with Bechtel SAIC Company and he's the3

Performance Assessment Manager and he's been leading4

the approach to put together the bundles for the KTIs.5

And then the final speaker will be Tim6

Gunter who is with the Department of Energy who is our7

interactions and KTI lead.8

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Thanks, April.9

DR. ANDREWS:  Thank you, April.  I'm going10

to go on to the next level of detail associated with11

implementation of this in-graded technical KTI12

responses in the context of the integrated technical13

basis for the safety analysis report license14

application, in particular, Chapter 2, the 15

post-closure elements of that, the license16

application.17

I will refrain from using the word safety18

cases although we will be talking indirectly about19

elements of a safety case as we walk through this20

presentation.21

If I can have the -- yes, you have the22

slides.23

(Slide change.)24

DR. ANDREWS:  What I'm going to talk about25
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is what the previous approach was, just to recalibrate1

all of us.  And that approach has changed for2

particular KTI agreement items over the last 183

months, 24 months, and we'll talk about that change a4

little bit now and a little bit this afternoon when we5

talk about the risk-informed approach to KTI agreement6

responses and our interchange with NRC staff on that7

risk-informed approach.  I won't talk about the risk-8

informed approach this morning that much unless there9

are questions.10

And then I'll talk in a little more detail11

the revised approach that April discussed and how12

that's been organized, so the bases for the combining13

of KTI agreements into integrated elements of the14

technical basis for the license application.  We'll15

then correlate that to various elements.  What we've16

correlated that to in this presentation is the actual17

KTI groups themselves, container life and source term,18

repository design and thermo-mechanical effects,19

etcetera, etcetera.  Also correlated to the elements,20

the 14 abstraction elements of the Yucca Mountain21

Review Plan and I think or I would guess now that we22

have the NRC's June 5th risk-informed approach letter23

we can easily correlate to elements of that letter as24

well.  And I think when you see, I presume somebody is25
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going to present this afternoon that letter and its1

basis, you'll see some parallelism here and I'll try2

to draw some of that parallelism as I'm talking as3

well.4

I won't talk about the individual risk5

statements that NRC staff determined, but I will talk6

about the mapping or parallelism of how they grouped,7

the staff grouped KTI agreement items into like8

categories, if you will.  What you'll see will be9

similar to this.10

I'll take one example, response group.11

Happens to be a fairly significant one.  Happens to be12

a high risk one.  It's the indirect environment, the13

environment on the waste package and the chemical14

environment in particular.  And show why, even though15

it's scattered amongst 14 individual KTI agreement16

items, there's a lot of similarity in how you address17

them that has to address elements of those in an18

integrated fashion.  You can't -- it's difficult to19

address any one in a stand alone fashion.  And then20

we'll finish with some conclusions. 21

If I could have the next slide?22

(Slide change.)23

DR. ANDREWS:  Okay, the previous approach,24

ever since the KTI agreements were initiated was to do25
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the work.  There was work required to address the1

agreement item.  Sometimes that work was additional2

testing.  Sometimes that work was additional data3

evaluation or parameter development and discussion of4

parameter uncertainty.  Sometimes it was model related5

and model uncertainty or the appropriateness of a6

model o ra process or feature that may have been7

excluded from a model that was the basis of the8

agreement item.9

All of those, and sometimes it was10

associated with do some additional analyses of some11

type or another associated with the agreement item.12

So there was work and there has been work going on and13

sometimes that work has been presented as to the14

Commission.  That work is in the process of being15

documented.  The documents are generally controlled16

documents such as calcs or analyses or model reports17

or drawings or technical reports.  So through the18

work, you document the work in those controlled19

processes.  It's important to point out that those20

controlled processes have other quality assurance21

drivers other than just answer the technical question22

that was the basis of the key technical agreement or23

to answer the acceptance criteria of the YMRP24

individual criteria in particular, the post-closure25
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criteria which is the focus of this talk.1

There is software quality assurance model2

validation issues, data qualification issues, checking3

review issues associated with the development of4

technical products over and above the technical5

requirements, if you will.6

The third step though was given, you have7

the technical product and you have the work documented8

in a technical product.  It would be to extract the9

relevant aspects of that work into more or less10

discrete answers associated with the KTI agreement.11

Those have, over the last 18 months or so generally12

been submitted, as April said, as a response at a time13

or sometimes things were bundled into two or three14

responses that if they were of a similar topic and the15

approach to address that particular agreement item was16

the same type of approach.17

The next step would be to actually develop18

the technical basis and start preparing the draft19

sections of the Safety Analysis Report in compliance20

with the requirements, I guess I'll use the word, of21

the YMRP and to present that into the SAR.22

(Slide change.)23

DR. ANDREWS:  The next slide shows there's24

some disadvantages of following that approach.  One is25
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that the individual key technical agreement item1

responses are prepared prior to the integrated2

technical basis of the safety analysis report being3

prepared.4

I suppose if you are on the receiving end5

you would look at that as an advantage, rather than a6

disadvantage.  It allows you to have time to review7

things and comment on them as appropriate prior to8

them being in the Safety Analysis Report or related to9

the Safety Analysis Report.10

We'll come back to that issue here as we11

talk later on.12

The second item though is probably more13

important is that taking the KTI agreement out of its14

context of why is it important, why is it relevant,15

why was it asked in the first place, what data16

uncertainty issue was really the focus of that17

particular KTI agreement item and why is that18

uncertainty item potentially relevant to post-closure19

performance or if it was a parameter or model or a20

testing related question.21

So placing them into the context of why22

the question was asked, why is it potentially23

important to the overall risk, to the overall24

importance of the post-closure safety case and the25
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post-closure performance assessment was sometimes1

difficult.  I'm just trying to answer them in2

isolation rather than in that context of that3

technical basis that you're actually going to prepare4

for the Safety Analysis Report.5

If I could have the next slide, please?6

(Slide change.)7

DR. ANDREWS:  So the revised approach, I8

think April walked through the steps.  The first two9

steps are the same.  it's do the work.  Do those10

tests, do those analyses, do those calculations, put11

those on control products, whether they'll be analyses12

or models or whatever is the control vehicle for13

preparing in the QA sense that work and presenting14

that work.  If it's data, it's submitting the data to15

a controlled source, in this case technical data16

management system.17

And then where you have the idea, if you18

will, of preparing that technical basis, the19

integrated technical basis that describes the barriers20

and the basis for those barrier performance and to21

organize those integrated technical bases for the22

barriers in some way that's consistent with the Yucca23

Mountain Review Plan, so that in some way it will map24

fairly easily and fairly directly into the individual25
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subsections of the abstraction sections of the Safety1

Analysis Report, the 14 abstractions sections.  And to2

within that context, within that technical basis3

context of that post-closure safety case, if you will,4

is to address those KTI agreements. 5

Now in some cases, those KTI, in many6

cases, I should say, those KTI agreements relate7

directly to an element of that -- the post-closure8

performance technical basis and you'll address it in9

the course of writing the technical bases for element10

A of that post-closure safety case and I'll come up11

with what's A, B and C or 1, 2 and 3 here in just a12

second.13

In other cases though they really are a14

discrete question.  The question might relate to a15

specific aspect of some test that nominally relates to16

uncertainty associated with interpretation of that17

test and uncertainty of that interpretation then18

carries forward into uncertainty of data and19

uncertainty of a parameter.  So those might be20

addressed more explicitly where they appropriately21

reside in the technical bases.22

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Bob, I'm having23

a little trouble really making the connection between24

the integration and the technical bases.  Both you and25
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April identified the Yucca Mountain Review Plan and1

the Safety Analysis Reports as the documents that's2

guiding your end result here.  But when I think of3

integrating of these issues, I'm asking myself well,4

what is the road map for this integration?  And I5

would assume that the road map has to be TSPA which6

you've not mentioned.  7

If we're really talking about context of8

the issue, I guess I'm still struggling with what is9

that context and why isn't it the performance10

assessment?11

DR. ANDREWS:  Let me -- if you bear with12

me for about two more slides.  We did not start with13

the YMRP.  We did not start with the Safety Analysis14

Report outline, if you will.  We started with the15

processes and the integration of processes that are16

potentially important to performance, that have to be17

addressed, if you will, in the post-closure18

performance assessment.  And then we had various ways19

and I'll come to here in a second of combining them or20

splitting them in a way that developed the most clear21

distinction of how to integrate individual responses22

because you're not going to integrate the whole thing23

when you're really talking about in-drift chemistry.24

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Yes, I agree25
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with the integration idea.  That's a very good idea.1

I just have not yet comprehended it.2

DR. ANDREWS:  Okay, so I appreciate that3

and bear with me.  Maybe too many introductory slides.4

So going to slide -- the next slide.5

(Slide change.)6

DR. ANDREWS:  I'll try to get to the7

methods that we considered.  The advantage of this is8

that developing that integrated technical basis allows9

us and I believe also NRC staff to identify potential10

gaps or weaknesses or additional information required11

in an early enough time frame to gather that12

additional information or do those additional analyses13

or whatever might be the activity that's required.14

Placing them within that context of the15

integrated technical basis for the Safety Analysis16

Report allows more transparent discussion of its role17

as it affects or potentially affects the inputs that18

go into the post-closure performance assessment.  So19

it's a bundling of information of like kind that20

address a component part of the system that affects21

the total system performance.22

The relevance of that, putting that into23

that context allows us to discuss, I think, more24

readily why it was a KTI agreement and therefore more25
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directly address that KTI agreement to begin with.1

Most of the time, this isn't -- there is always2

difficulty with generalities here, but most of the3

time, those KTI agreements relate to either testing --4

I'm going to start at the most fundamental level and5

go up, either relate to a testing uncertainty or an6

uncertainty associated with an interpretation of a7

test, data uncertainty, parameter uncertainty that's8

used in a model that's used to assess performance, a9

model uncertainty itself, or a screening of features,10

events or processes that were either included or11

excluded in a discussion of why and the bases for12

inclusion or exclusion of a particular process.13

All of those, I think those of you who14

have read the Yucca Mountain Review Plan realize are15

elements of acceptance criteria for each of the 1416

abstraction groups of the Yucca Mountain Review Plan.17

So we're going to put them into the context of that18

uncertainty of data parameters model processes and19

features as they relate to integrated safety technical20

basis.21

The next slide --22

(Slide change.)23

DR. ANDREWS:  The number of ways, I think,24

one can use to combine like agreements or like issues25
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or like elements of the system, one way is to look at1

simply time.  What happens in the first 100 years?2

What happens in the next few hundred years?  What3

happens in the next thousand years and what happens in4

the remainder of the time?  And things are different5

and change and there are different processes that come6

into play at different elements of time and the7

relative importance of those processes changes as a8

function of time.9

One could use space, where you are10

spatially in the system. 11

One could use some definitions of state12

variables, pressure, time, flux, radionuclide13

concentrations, the elements of variable performance14

are really written in the form of two state variables,15

normally flux and water contacting waste and release16

from waste and concentration, radionuclide17

concentrations and reductions of radionuclide18

concentrations as you travel through the engineered19

system and the natural system.20

One could arrange it as barriers or one21

could arrange it as processes and like processes or22

different scales.  What happens at the mountain scale,23

what happens at the drift scale, what happens inside24

the drift, what happens inside the package, what25
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happens back in the drift as packages degrade, by1

whatever mechanism they degrade?  What happens back in2

the rock and what happens in the saturated zone and3

finally the biosphere?4

What I just walked through was the seven,5

if you will, scales.  I put those in an attachment to6

this and those seven scales are nominally the seven7

groups that the NRC staff used in their organization8

of the risk-information report.  It started with UZ9

stuff, flow, seepage, climate, infiltration.  It went10

to in-drift things such as degradation of the11

engineered barriers.  It went on to release,12

transport, mobilization and release from the package13

and mobilization of radionuclides.  It went on to14

unsaturated zone transport, saturated zone transport15

and finally the biosphere and then finally low16

probability of destructive events.17

So it was that grouping by scale,18

nominally, that we started with.  Having started with19

that though we ended up going to the next slide.20

(Slide change.)21

DR. ANDREWS:  The integrated elements of22

the technical bases for the Safety Analysis Report23

which became the integrated technical basis for the24

KTI agreement responses.25
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And Dr. Garrick, going to your question,1

I think these 14 elements are well recognized as some2

of the key elements of the TSPA.  In fact, it's all of3

the elements of the total system performance4

assessment and their individual linkages.  What we5

haven't shown is the linkage in TSPA because the6

questions, there are some explicit KTI agreements and7

I'll come back to those here in a second, that are8

specifically TSPA-related and how the linkage and how9

the barriers are described and how the barriers are10

quantitatively evaluated that are explicit TSPA11

questions.  I don't mean TSPAI, I mean TSPA questions,12

Total System Performance Assessment, the model, the13

analyses, the calculations, the validation, etcetera,14

are explicit to TSPA.  I'm talking here about the KTI15

agreements that related to an element of the post-16

closure technical basis for the license application or17

the post-closure performance assessment.18

Starting at the top with climate and19

infiltration, going through unsaturated zone flow,20

water seeping into drifts and mechanical degradation21

and the high probability of seismic effects where high22

is on the order of 10-4 or 10-5 per year occurrence.23

The in-drift chemical environments, which are affected24

by what happens in the rock and what happens in the25
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drift; the degradation of the waste package and drip1

shield and I think you can read the rest.2

The next slide --3

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Before you leave that4

one for a minute, is there any significance in the5

difference in wording between 13 and 14 and what6

you've just said?  Does that mean you consider7

volcanic events as 10-3 or 10-4 that you haven't8

categorized them as low probability?9

DR. ANDREWS:  No, the significance is10

between IV and XIV.  There is a distinction between11

seismic events of annual recurrence of 10-4, 10-5 per12

year and seismic events on annual occurrence of 10-6,13

10-7, 10-8 per year in terms of their effect on14

degradation, their effect on package, their effect on15

the drip shield, etcetera.  And how they are handled16

within the post-closure performance assessment will be17

a little bit different whether they're in the 10 -3, 18

10-4 annual recurrence interval versus if they're in19

the 10-7, 10-8.  No, we have not changed the20

probability of volcanic events.  They are a PDF that21

goes from 10-7 to almost 10-9 per year.  The mean I22

think has changed a little bit, 1.6 or 1.8 times 10-8.23

So that's the only distinction there.24

We're not trying to make a distinction between 13 and25
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14.1

(Slide change.)2

DR. ANDREWS:  If I go to the next slide,3

this kind of puts them into spatial graphical context,4

going from larger scale, unsaturated zone flow5

processes into more local scale effects in the drift6

and even finer scale effects inside the package with7

respect to radionuclide mobilization, water contacting8

waste, the chemistry on the waste, degradation of the9

waste form itself and then going back out into the10

rock.  So that's more for information purposes.11

Going on to the next slide, this maybe12

gets a little bit at your question, Dr. Garrick and13

hopefully the next slide as well.14

(Slide change.)15

DR. ANDREWS:  If I just look at RDTME,16

that's maybe not a good example.17

Thermal effects on flow is a good example.18

There are a number of TEF KTI individual agreement19

items.  Some of those relate to UZ flow, what happens20

at a sort of large scale with respect to water seeping21

into drifts.  It really is a seepage issue that's22

being asked and therefore a seepage answer should be23

provided.  Some of those are really related to24

mechanical degradation and seismic effects even though25
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it says thermal effects on flow, the real question1

that's being asked is related to the degradation due2

to that thermal effect, not thermal effect per se.3

And some of those are even in-package4

environment.  They're asking thermal questions, but5

it's a chemistry issue that is being asked.  So we're6

lumping and combining across individual KTI areas7

which I know, if somebody has organized by KTI area,8

then there are multiple people who are affected by a9

particular KTI area, even though the issue really is10

the chemistry in the drift or the issue is the11

hydrology in the drift.12

So this gives an initial cut mapping of13

the KTI areas with the KTI integrated responses that14

we are preparing.15

I put down there for completeness the 16

pre-closure 1, even though it does not, obviously,17

relate to the post-closure case.  And I should point18

out in the TSPAI one, there are a number of TSPAI19

agreement items that find their way in individual20

technical elements of the technical basis discussion.21

The TSPAI, technical exchange, was the last technical22

exchange other than the general one on thermal effects23

and the repository design associated with thermal24

loading strategy.  So there was  lot of additional25
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individual items added there.  The features, events1

and processes discussions all got rolled into TSPAI2

201, 202, 203, 204 and those are going to be discussed3

really where they belong which is in the individual4

technical elements where that feature, event or5

process relates.6

That's a mapping to the KTIs.  7

(Slide change.)8

DR. ANDREWS:  The next slide maps it to9

the 14 abstraction groups in the order that they are10

presented in the Yucca Mountain Review Plan, the draft11

final Yucca Mountain Review Plan.  So in some cases12

there is a one to one mapping.  We are mindful, going13

back to your question, Dr. Garrick, of the Yucca14

Mountain Review Plan and the organization of the15

Safety Analysis Report, but we didn't start with that.16

We started with the integration of technical areas, of17

technical process areas and like process areas at like18

scales.  So we started with a scale process19

description and ended up with comparing it to the20

Yucca Mountain Review Plan and making appropriate21

changes to align it a little more easily and readily22

and transparently with the Yucca Mountain Review Plan.23

You see there are some elements that cross still24

multiple abstraction groups as defined in the Yucca25
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Mountain Review Plan.  I think you saw that in the1

NRC's June 5 Risk Summary Report, too, that elements2

of risk, elements of KTI agreements could map into3

different elements of the Yucca Mountain Review Plan,4

multiple elements of the Yucca Mountain Review Plan.5

One that encompasses a fairly broad range6

of categories is that number 3, the quantity and7

chemistry of water contacting waste packages and waste8

forms.  Well, there's a lot of things in there.9

First, there's water things associated with seepage10

and in-drift processes.  There's degradation effects11

on water seepage and effects in the drift.  There's12

chemistry effects in the rock and chemistry effects in13

the drift.  There's water in the package and chemistry14

in the package and so there's a lot of individual15

issues and a lot of elements of the post-closure16

performance assessment that are integral in that17

chapter 3, if you will, the quantity and chemistry of18

water contacting waste packages.19

If I can go on to the next slide --20

(Slide change.)21

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Bob, before you22

move.  If I did my sums right, those numbers in23

parentheses add up to about 60?24

DR. ANDREWS:  Should be 62.25
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CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Sixty-two?  Maybe I1

missed two.  Okay, the remaining 80 or whatever are in2

TSPAI and other areas in the other abstraction groups?3

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes, they're in the other4

abstraction groups.  For example, in package5

environment probably has eight.  The waste form6

degradation and solubility, there's about six in7

there.  In UZ flow or UZ transport -- UZ flow, we've8

addressed some of those using what we're going to talk9

about this afternoon, but UZ transport is probably 1510

KTI agreements sitting in there.11

The actual TSPA ones that are specific to12

TSPA like barriers, barrier descriptions.  There's13

only about eight really that are totally specific to14

TSPA.  I'm leaving out TSPAI 201, 202 which are really15

FEPs, features, events, processes related that we're16

going to map back out to where they really reside.17

I think Tim is going to walk through the18

actual sum of the remaining KTI agreements and their19

schedules.  That might also address your question.20

Let me take one example.  It's one that21

was the focus of a lot of discussion.  The KTI22

agreements weren't the focus of a lot of discussion,23

but we had a lot of technical discussion with the24

Commission and with yourselves a few months ago25
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associated with what's the chemical evolution and its1

potential effect on degradation modes, on the drip2

shield and the package, just the chemistry effects on3

the degradation, not mechanical or stress or 4

thermal-related degradation models which also can5

affect the engineered barrier performance.6

These are 14 here, KTI agreements, read7

between CLST, container life and source term; ENFE,8

evolution of near-field environment; and TSPAI.  I've9

taken the liberty to always -- it's always very10

dangerous to take the liberty of shortening the actual11

words of a KTI agreement because they were very12

carefully chosen words in the initial agreement and13

you don't want to lose site of the meaning of those14

words or the bases for the meaning of those words.  So15

given the fact that I've taken that liberty to put it16

on to one slide, rather than six slides, you see that17

most of these questions or all of these questions18

relate to our uncertainty, either in data or19

parameters or the model for the evolution of that20

chemistry that may contact within the water that may21

contact either the drip shield or the package and the22

last two -- well, I'm sorry, the next to the last one23

and the relevance of the testing environments that we24

have done testing, corrosion, degradation, materials25
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degradation testing within and compared to that1

evolution of chemical environments in the drift.2

So you see a range of things like an3

update to one of the analyses documents.  Well, that's4

in the process of being prepared right now.  What's5

the range of chemical compositions that could affect6

the degradation.  That's really the heart of the whole7

issue is what is the likely range, the uncertainty, if8

you will, in the chemical constituents and the trace9

constituents like fluoride, I think it's specifically10

mentioned, in a couple of these KTI agreements, that11

could affect the degradation due to corrosion12

processes predominantly or stress corrosion cracking13

of the drip shield or the package.14

So we are putting these all into one15

integrated technical response, related to environment16

in the drip, chemical environment in particular in the17

drip.  It's also affected, chemical environment in the18

drip, is affected by chemical environment in the rock19

and the evolution of chemical environment in t he rock20

to become very intimately tied so there's some of21

these that relate to the evolution of the chemical22

environment in the rock.  The second one, for example,23

the thermo-hydro chemical model is in the rock.24

That's the question there.25
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So those are being put together in one1

integrated response.2

These 14 integrated responses have been3

assigned, I guess is probably the best way of saying4

it, to 7 lead authors; 7 lead authors, senior authors5

who have been responsible for a lot of the work, but6

are not currently authors of individual analyses or7

model documents.  The current analyses and model8

documents that are being prepared and are providing9

their output for input into the total system10

performance assessment model for the license11

application are in various stages of checking and12

review.  Those of you who are technical specialists on13

QA audits that we've had over the last few months and14

we'll continue to have over the next few months have15

seen some of those products in varying stages of16

development.17

So we took seven people, senior people18

outside of the development of those analyses models19

and gave them authorship and writing responsibility,20

if you will, to prepare these integrated responses and21

integrated development of the technical bases for the22

SAR.23

So I think I have one more slide to24

conclude.25
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(Slide change.)1

DR. ANDREWS:  The conclusion slide.  I2

think there are some distinct advantages to3

developing, if you will, pre-draft sections of4

abstraction chapters of the Safety Analysis Report,5

even though they're going to be arranged a little bit6

differently, just on how technical areas combine.  It7

puts those key technical issues and the agreements8

therein into the context of what is really not only9

important to the post-closure performance, but I think10

in the context of why they were written as KTI11

agreements to begin with.  It's generally related to12

the uncertainty associated with data parameters13

models, etcetera.14

It consolidates those like agreements into15

one response.  It allows you to write one response in16

that it addresses multiple KTI agreements and puts17

them into that context.18

As April said, we realize the downside.19

This has been not been discussed I don't think20

formally, although the letter went over yesterday,21

right, of which KTI agreements were going to come in22

when and which ones were in which of these 14 groups.23

But there hasn't been formal discussion with the NRC24

staff on this.  And there will be some burden because25
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you've developed an answer to 14 questions in an1

integrated fashion, but those 14 questions may have2

different owners and different reviewers within NRC3

staff, so we understand that burden that it may place,4

but I think it has the upside advantage of early on5

identifying, and early on means late this summer,6

essentially, they start and Tim's going to have the7

schedule here in a second, early on starting those8

discussions of what goes into the post-closure9

elements of the Safety Analysis Report itself.10

So with that I'll stop there.  Some back-11

up slides that divided this up instead of into KTI12

groups, divided it up into process groups which is13

really where we started and ended up with what I14

showed you.  I don't want to show you a sausage being15

made of how we did this integrated so I kept those in16

the back-up.17

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Okay, Mike, any18

questions?  Milt?  George?  We'll probably have some19

questions.  I'm still very interested in making the20

connection between -- this is partly an NRC and DOE21

problem, of making the connection between the key22

technical issue agreement items and the bottom line.23

For example, when you say "basis for evolution of24

brine water chemistry", my question is well, what is25
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the connection between the importance of brine water1

chemistry and the CCDF?  That's where I'm going.2

And if I see that even though there may be3

several orders of magnitude of uncertainty associated4

with the impact of brine water chemistry, and that5

makes a lot of people nervous, I don't much care if it6

doesn't have an impact.  And I haven't quite received,7

I haven't quite arrived at a comfort zone yet for that8

mapping, for that particular kind of mapping.  But9

maybe we will as we progress.10

DR. ANDREWS:  I think we're kind of11

getting a little bit into this afternoon's discussion.12

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Right.13

DR. ANDREWS:  I think as April said, I14

think both of us -- well, we'll speak for ourselves.15

For DOE and the contractor receiving NRC responses to16

KTI agreement items, that we have proposed to be 17

risk-informed, so use either a total risk-informed18

approach, i.e., it didn't move the needle at all, or19

use that in context with additional technical20

discussion and a risk-informed approach and even21

though they might be low-risk significance and we may22

even agree that they're low-risk significance, you've23

seen the letter of some of the ones that we've sent in24

as low-risk significance and NRC in their letter to25
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the Commission on June 5th agrees that they're low-1

risk significance.  But there is additional2

information still requested that we can talk about3

this afternoon and what the basis for that Additional4

Information Needs request is.5

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Yes.  I realize6

that each of these items have to be addressed, but I'm7

still very much more interested in their impact on the8

results than any of the other issues.9

Before we get too deep into the10

presentation, we have a note that Dr. Frank Rahn of11

EPRI wants to make a comment regarding April's talk.12

Frank?13

DR. RAHN:  Yes, thank you.  My name is Dr.14

Frank Rahn.  I'm with the Electric Power Research15

Institute and I'm the manager at risk applications.16

Can everybody hear me?17

First of all, I want to applaud the18

presentations today because I think this is genuinely19

a step forward in terms of providing additional20

insights as to the importance of the various technical21

issues.  We applaud both DOE and the NRC for the risk-22

informing of this approach and being consistent with23

modern regulation.24

But the question I have is really what are we25
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going to do with this information?  And it has to do1

with, I think, some of the things you had started to2

touch upon, John, a few minutes ago is that a license3

in Yucca Mountain is obviously of great importance4

with regard to the national policy as well as for5

public safety, but presumably when the DOE and NRC6

agreements on the resolutions of the KTI was arrived7

at, the risk prioritization information was not known8

at that point.9

Now it is available, so now the risk10

importance we need to have, in my opinion, the11

prioritization of the issues themselves in terms of12

which are more important than others in terms of the13

timing of that resolution, presumably those that are14

of the highest risk importance would be resolved15

first; secondly, the allocation of resources in terms16

of resolving these issues; and lastly, the sufficiency17

of knowledge required to close out the issues18

themselves.  And again, there is at least in my mind19

one additional risk which hasn't been addressed and20

that's the risk of timing.  That is there is a risk in21

not proceeding expeditiously in terms of getting Yucca22

Mountain licensed according to the agreements and the23

current schedule calling for a license application in24

the December 2004 time frame.25
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Now as I understand it and as the1

presentation this morning went on, the KTIs have been2

ranked according to high, medium and low.  My specific3

question really has to do with what are we going to do4

with those that are ranked in the low category?5

Presumably, if they are really low, that is if we have6

sufficient confidence that they're priced in the right7

category, why are they still on the KTI list?8

A second and related question is really,9

again, if they're really low, do we have to have a10

resolution of these prior to the license application11

itself?  That is, would it be sufficient that a12

license application go forward without a full13

resolution of all the low categorized issues?14

Now in the best of all possible worlds,15

all of the issues would be resolved prior to license16

application, but we all know that everybody, the17

project, NRC, industry and what not are under some18

rather stringent time constraints and timing is19

important and the question really has to go to is it20

necessary for a license application to go forward in21

order for all the so-called low KTIs be resolved?22

And likewise, for those that are ranked as23

medium, what are we going to do with the medium-ly24

ranked KTIs?  Same questions come up.  What do we do25
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with the allocation of resources?  What are we going1

to do in terms of timing, the resolution of these2

issues?  And lastly, what is the "standard of proof"3

that we need to resolve these in some way that's4

consistent within NRC regulation?  So again, as I5

stated, if we can, it's the best, if we can resolve6

all the issues and we can't, what is the timing for7

prioritization and I really would like to hear out of8

this meeting either now or later this afternoon some9

clarification from DOE and perhaps NRC as to some of10

these issues.11

Thank you.12

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Okay, thanks,13

Frank.  I think you've provided some interesting14

points as background for our upcoming talks as well as15

the ones we've had.16

This issue of the schedule of the project17

is indeed a critical one and the whole idea of a risk18

perspective is to put ourselves in a position that we19

are spending most of our time on what's really20

important and I hope that that's the direction it21

goes.22

Okay, with that, unless there are other23

comments, I guess we go to the third speaker and24

that's Tim Gunter, right?  25
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MR. GUNTER:  Right.  Good morning.  Can1

everyone hear me okay?2

My name is Tim Gunter.  I'm with the3

Department of Energy in Las Vegas and I'm the lead for4

NRC interactions and KTI resolution.5

I'm going to talk a little more about6

basically what NRC would expect to see in terms of KTI7

resolution products and when you might expect to see8

them, following on April's and Bob's -- they sort of9

laid the strategy in how we developed our approach, so10

I'm going to talk a little more, in a little more11

detail about what you will see and when.12

As we've already mentioned, the primary13

objective is to explicitly and transparently address14

each KTI agreement and additional information that has15

been requested by NRC staff.  And we've already16

discussed that we want to do this in the context of17

the total system, so I'm not going to go into much18

detail on these bullets.  I think we've probably19

discussed most of this, but we want to put in a total20

system context and not address it individually and21

separately.22

We want to use a technical basis for the23

license application as far as the base for the24

discussions that we'll refer back to and as mentioned,25
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we think this is one of the strongest advantages of1

this approach is this technical basis document will2

give NRC staff sort of a preview of what it expects to3

make up the Safety Analysis Report.4

And then as we also discussed it's5

consistent with the Yucca Mountain Review Plan and6

we've showed you the mapping in Bob Andrews' talk of7

how it relates to the plan format.8

Also, I want to mention that Don Beckman9

is our contractor lead for this effort and he has a10

senior staff of BSC and lab managers that are11

assisting him.  Bob Andrews is, of course, one of12

those.  And they have an almost dedicated effort to13

this and they've been working hard over the last14

couple of months to put this approach together and to15

lay out, help us to lay out the strategy that we're16

showing you today.17

Next slide.18

(Slide change.)19

MR. GUNTER:  There's 194 KTIs and20

Additional Information Needs that we've mapped into21

the logical groupings that we've showed you in the22

earlier presentations.  And we're preparing the23

technical basis documents basically being in two24

phases.  The first phase we have begun -- actually,25
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we've begun both phases, but primarily we're working1

more intently on Phase 1 and we expect to that2

completed this fall.3

Late this winter and into the spring of4

2004, after we complete the Phase 1, we will shift5

more of our attention to the Phase 2 products which6

I'll show you more in detail in the later slide.7

So the NRC staff should start seeing8

products delivered to them in the fall of this year9

and that would continue through 2004.10

And also, as we have discussed there,11

there are a few KTI agreements that do not logically12

fall in any defined group.  There's about 13 of those,13

primarily related with -- not related to post-closure14

processes and we've scheduled those individually.  But15

we'll be working in parallel on those with the other16

phases and those also go out through mid-2004.17

MR.  LEVENSON:  Let me just ask a question18

of semantics.  I don't think there are 194 key19

technical issues.  You really mean agreements?20

MR. GUNTER:  Key technical issues and21

agreements, and it also includes Additional22

Information Needed, that has been requested by the23

staff.24

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Because the KTIs, per25
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se, there aren't that many.1

MR. GUNTER:  There's a total of 293 --2

MR.  LEVENSON:   Agreements, not issues.3

MR. GUNTER:  Right.  There's basically 94

KTIs.5

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Right.  6

MR. GUNTER:  So it's 194 issues and7

Additional Information Needs.8

Next slide.9

(Slide change.)10

MR. GUNTER:  Okay, we've talked about11

we're going to provide the technical basis description12

for each group topic and individual KTI agreements and13

Additional Information Needs responses will be14

discretely addressed.15

What we envision is you'll have the16

technical basis document and what we want to make sure17

that we do is that either in that document each KTI18

will be adequately addressed and identified or we will19

provide, in some cases, additional information in20

terms of an appendix to that document where it may not21

be appropriate to go into that level of detail in the22

technical basis document, but we would provide that23

additional detail in the appendices.24

But at any rate, we're going to identify25
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in the appendices to the document so that each KTI1

agreement will be explicitly called out and addressed,2

either in the appendices or a combination of3

referencing back to the technical basis document to4

address each KTI.5

So we want to make sure that we're clear6

and transparent, that we address each KTI agreement.7

I think that covered basically that whole8

slide.  We'll go on to the last page which is sort of9

a general schedule of what I've discussed.10

(Slide change.)11

MR. GUNTER:  It shows the top line there,12

the Phase 1 licensing case development.  There are13

seven groups in Phase 1 which we have started, work is14

in progress on that now.  And as I mentioned products15

from that effort, you should begin seeing this fall.16

That's in parallel with the specific KTI responses.17

KTI agreement responses.  There's about 62 of those18

related to Phase 1.  Those are in progress parallel19

with the licensing case.  And you'll see those20

submitted either in parallel or within short time21

frames of each other.22

And then there's a few remaining23

agreements that will continue on after the initial24

submittal this fall.25
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The second phase, about the middle of the1

page there, Phase 2, is the second group of 7.  As I2

mentioned, we have started on that to some extent, but3

primarily we're focused right now on Phase 1.  As4

Phase 1 completes we'll shift our attention and5

resources to those groups in Phase 2.  And the process6

is similar.  We'll work in parallel to develop7

specific KTI agreement responses as necessary and8

submit those through the end of 2004.9

In the bottom section of the schedule10

shows those 13 ungrouped KTI responses.  We'll be11

working those again in parallel with Phase 1 and Phase12

2 and submit those primarily on an individual schedule13

throughout the 2003-2004 and some into early calendar14

2005.15

As April had mentioned, we basically16

finalized the schedule last Friday and transmitted it17

to NRC staff yesterday.  So we don't have a lot of the18

details in this presentation, but we did try to19

levelize the submittals of the agreements to the20

extent possible.  There is somewhat of a peak this21

fall in the August-September-October time frame which22

is primarily the result we're trying to catch up from23

early this year where we haven't submitted any24

agreements since I believe January with the exception,25
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we submitted one last week.  But as April mentioned,1

there's a number that were due originally on the2

schedule early this year, so we're trying to catch up3

with those this fall as soon as possible.  That's part4

of the reason for the peak.5

But to the extent possible, we tried to6

levelize it so that it would be -- not make such an7

impact on either our staff or NRC staff.8

And for the remainder of this fiscal year,9

it looks like about 46 agreements and Additional10

Information Needs that we intend to respond to that11

will be a carryover into the first part of fiscal 200412

into October time frame.  There will be a number13

submitted there that were originally in the 200314

schedule.  So that's why that number is a little bit15

low, but it will catch up early to fiscal 2004.16

And overall, we believe we've pulled back17

some of the outlying KTI agreements that were further18

out in the schedule.  We've shifted the peak from out19

in 2004 into late of this year.20

And that's the end of my presentation.21

I'd be glad to take any questions anyone might have.22

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  All right.23

George?24

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  So this all, of25
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course, appears to make perfect sense, that is, things1

that are related should be treated in related fashion.2

It strikes me though that there is, at3

least, the potential for a glitch here in that the DOE4

staff groups things in a certain way, but unless the5

NRC staff accepts that grouping, it strikes me that6

there is at least the potential for a mismatch and so7

you did all of your key technical exchanges on the8

basis of KTIs and came to the specific agreements and9

now you're going to transmit information even with a10

cross walk to NRC staff.  So I mean I can envision at11

least whether this would happen or not, is that Bob's12

example, you'd have CLST 1.01 and ENFE 2.04 in the13

same group and the NRC staff might have different14

people looking at this and the different groups in NRC15

might come to different conclusions as to the adequacy16

of the material presented.  17

Do you have either plans for on-going18

dialogue with NRC staff to avoid this or contingency19

plans for dealing with such disconnects, if they20

arise?21

MR. GUNTER:  Yes, I think you point out a22

real possibility and one of the potential drawbacks to23

the plan.24

What we have to try to work through that25
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is, as you mentioned, dialogue with NRC staff.  April1

mentioned our interaction schedule that we have2

throughout the rest of this year and into next year.3

Based on this new approach, we're going to go back and4

look at that schedule and see where it makes sense,5

maybe to change topics at meetings or add new6

discussion topics.  And it would be our desire to7

discuss with the NRC staff ahead of time before we8

make a submittal for a group, so that they're aware of9

what we're doing and understand how it might cross10

relate in their different technical staff areas.11

It may not be feasible to do that, because12

the schedule for everyone, but that would certainly be13

our desire.14

MR. McCARTIN:  Tim McCartin, NRC staff.15

Certainly, I guess I wouldn't want the impression that16

when an agreement comes in to NRC and it's CLST, say,17

1.03, that the CLST people look at it and that's it.18

As noted, many of these agreements have tentacles that19

go to other KTIs and other ideas and certainly the20

appropriate staff are consulted and get together so21

that yes, it goes out under a CLST KTI, but NFE22

people, as appropriate, have been talked to, so it's23

a single NRC voice that's going back.  It would occur24

whether they're grouped or not.  25
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MR. GUNTER:  Right, and in fact, I think1

we see evidence of that in the meetings with NRC and2

also in their request for additional information where3

we may be focused on a specific KTI agreement4

discussion and more times than not get related type5

questions from the staff as we're discussing that.6

They are so interrelated to different areas.7

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Okay, any more?8

Milt?9

MR.  LEVENSON:   No.10

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  I wanted to ask11

the specific question on your schedule where you say12

"prepare and submit the ungrouped KTI responses" and13

that would continue through Fiscal Year 2005.  14

What is going to end up in that group15

again?16

MR. GUNTER:  Right now, I believe it's17

some long-term corrosion testing and some criticality18

model validation reports.  And what we would do -- we19

plan on addressing all of them before license20

application.  So if anything extends beyond that, we21

would envision before license application, making a22

submittal that basically responds to the question and23

it may have to FAR reference to data that is still24

coming in, but -- in other words, we believe in25
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adequately defined path forward for that.1

And we are still looking at those2

agreements that are out before 2004 to see if there's3

a way that we can pull those back and get them4

submitted earlier.5

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Okay, I want to6

pick up on George's question and comment a little bit7

on this business of importance ranking of the8

agreements.  We're going to a lot more about that from9

the NRC later where they have a specific approach to10

ranking the agreements by high, medium and low.11

And your goal, as it was pointed out by12

Bob Andrews, "is to focus resources on those key13

technical issue agreements for which unresolved14

technical issues could impact the repository's ability15

to meet 16

post-closure compliance standards."17

That's very carefully written.  But I18

guess we're struggling a little bit with and we're19

going to deal with this from the NRC's perspective as20

well, but we're still struggling a great deal with how21

you are going to actually importance-rank these and22

how the contextualizing exercise is going to take23

place.  Certainly Andrews gave some clues on that, but24

I'm curious as to what's going to happen there,25
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whether you're going to take the ranking that's done1

by NRC and address that in a kind of a feedback2

fashion or whether you're going to take the initiative3

when you submit your responses and go out on a limb a4

little bit as to the importance of the issue with5

respect to compliance.6

Can you elaborate on the importance7

ranking issue, you or Bob?8

MR. GUNTER:  I'll start and maybe Bob or9

April would like to also jump in.10

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Okay.11

MR. GUNTER:  I think as we went through12

this schedule, we didn't have the NRC's rankings that13

they just issues, so to the extent possible when we14

received it, we tried to, if not incorporate it, at15

least see where maybe there were some disparities16

between what we had ranked and what NRC had ranked.17

So that would be the reviewing process to18

sort of like a continuing process to try and match19

those and -- I guess two things, where there are20

differences and one, where there are similarities and21

how we treat those as -- I think the question that22

Frank asked, if it's low importance and everyone23

agrees that it's low importance, do we treat it24

differently?  It seems that we should.  But your25
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question is very valid.  The question is how do you1

treat it and I think we still have some dialogue and2

discussions with NRC staff to clarify that.3

Bob or April, would you like to add to4

that?5

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes, let me add.  This is6

Bob Andrews.  Tim's right.  We didn't have the benefit7

of NRC's June 5th letter to the Commissioners, but8

interestingly enough, looking at that letter now, we9

identified the ones first that we felt were10

potentially the most significant and wanted to do11

those first.  The environment ones, the waste package12

degradation ones, igneous activity, saturated zone,13

flow and transport and those interestingly enough are14

in NRC's letter what they viewed as the most15

significant to risk.  They broke the package up into16

two particular ones, one in mechanical degradation and17

one in corrosion degradation.  Having said that, I18

think it's fair when we look at the guidance in the19

YMRP, it says evaluate uncertainty in X commensurate20

with its significance.  And what we are doing in21

developing these draft sections of the technical bases22

for the Safety Analysis Report, I was being very23

mindful of that guidance addressing them in the24

context of their potential significance.25
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Having NRC's views of that I think is1

extremely helpful to us because it allows us to say2

okay, I'll take saturated zone and flow transport as3

an example here.  There are, I think, 16 KTI4

agreements related to saturated zone flow and5

transport.  Twelve of those are either low or medium6

and there's two, I think, that are high.  Both of the7

high ones relate to transport in the alluvium and they8

relate specifically to absorption properties in the9

alluvium.10

So I think that helps us identify where we11

need to pay most particular attention as we are12

preparing the integrated technical basis discussion.13

Clearly, flow is still important.  You need saturated14

zone flow.  You need to understand boundary15

conditions.  You need to understand the geology16

sufficiently in the context of its importance.  17

You also need to understand transport and18

transport characteristics sufficiently.  I think NRC's19

high, medium and low kind of says how high that bar is20

for saturated zone flow versus saturated zone21

transport.  I think we can talk more about it this22

afternoon when we specifically talk about that report,23

but I think that would be a very useful example.24

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Thank you.25
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Mike, you had a comment or question?1

MR. LEE:  Yes, thank you.  Tim, I'm2

looking at your slide 5 and am I to interpret the3

Phase 1, 7 groups that mean 62 KTIs are going to be4

covered by those 7 groups and similarly for Phase 2,5

you'll have 121 KTIs covered by those 7 groups?6

MR. GUNTER:  That's for the initial7

submittal this fall.  There will be a few remaining8

KTIs.9

MR. LEE:  And that letter that you10

referred to yesterday, does that provide a road map,11

if you will, for what agreements go to what bundle or12

group?13

MR. GUNTER:  Yes.  It lays out each group14

and which KTI agreements fall under the group and a15

schedule for submittal.16

MR. LEE:  Thank you.17

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Milt, did you18

have a question?19

MR.  LEVENSON:  No.20

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  I think one of21

the things that I'm sure the public is looking for and22

we're still looking for is the packaging of these23

agreements in such a way that we can make a real24

connection between the agreement, the package and the25
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bottom line results of performance, because otherwise1

you can get lost in a sea of numbers and items and2

detail that makes it very confusing to everybody.  So3

I would hope that the importance ranking would be done4

in such a way that one could aggregate this into the5

performance assessment in some effective way because6

the performance assessment is the only document that7

I know of that is designed to put issues in context,8

in a numerical and analytical way.  The Yucca Mountain9

Review Plan and the Safety Analysis Reports are10

products, if you wish, of trying to assimilate the11

information for purposes of compliance, but it's not12

-- they're not the documents that are going to provide13

the real insights into the importance of specific14

issues.15

So I think the grouping and the16

integration are absolutely critical and essential, but17

I hope it's done in a way that one can -- to borrow18

Bob Andrews' word, do an intelligent mapping from the19

key technical issue agreement to the key technical20

issues to the contributors to the performance of the21

repository.  That road map is extremely important and22

I think we're still struggling with that.23

Are there any other questions from the24

floor?  I think the comment that Frank Rahn made was25
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very important.  I think timing in this whole process1

is critical and I think we have the challenge of not2

only deciding what's high and medium and low, but3

being able to convince ourselves that what's in each4

of these categories such as low and medium is not, in5

fact, with a few different insights and assumptions6

you could move into the high category and that's why7

we cannot dispense with them quite as easily as we'd8

like.  We've seen this happen particularly in risk9

assessment work in the past.10

All right.11

MS. GUE:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, It's12

Lisa Gue with Public Citizen.  I also wanted to thank13

the Committee for devoting the time today to the issue14

of key technical issue resolution which is also an15

important problem for those of us with concerns about16

the Yucca Mountain repository plan and as I'm sure17

you're aware, the technical -- the Nuclear Waste18

Technical Review Board, again, this spring reported to19

Congress that the Department of Energy's technical20

work on Yucca Mountain has a weak to moderate basis21

and we hope that the NRC and the Committee will hold22

a higher standard.23

I just wanted to say perhaps needlessly24

that Public Citizen does not share their views25
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expressed earlier by EPRI, that the key technical1

issues should be addressed so as to expedite the2

licensing of a Yucca Mountain repository.  In fact,3

we're increasingly concerned to the extent that this4

process seems to be a little bit turned on its head,5

leaving the impression that there's a foregoing6

conclusion in support of Yucca Mountain licensing and7

the resolution of various technical issues are merely8

a set of hoops to be jumped through first.  It feels9

a little bit like attempting to build a foundation10

after you've already constructed the house.  11

We just really hope that the Committee12

might be able to weigh in with the NRC in support of13

what should be the obvious process of a confidence in14

repository licensing, if it is warranted, flowing from15

a sound technical basis and not the other way around.16

Thank you.17

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Thanks.  thanks18

for that comment.19

MR.  LEVENSON:  John, I have --20

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Go ahead.21

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Yes, I have a kind of a22

generic question and that is in responding to the23

agreements where you're submitting information that's24

either been calculated or has been obtained25
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experimentally, is there a policy of your submitting1

best estimates or are you rounding everything upward2

to bounding values?3

The Committee, as you know, has been very4

concerned about the fact that unless we deal with best5

estimates and best evidence, we completely lose track6

of what might or might not be risks.  And so it's --7

I'm curious as to what is the philosophy of submitting8

data as part of this program.9

MR. GUNTER:  I'm going to see if maybe10

Bob, maybe you can help on that?  I think it's a sort11

of mix.12

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes, I mean, the objective13

is to reasonably characterize the uncertainty that we14

have in data, in information, in the extrapolation of15

those data to places where we don't' have date, for16

example, in spatial domain or in temporal domain.17

So we're trying to reasonably capture that18

uncertainty for a reasonable assessment of overall19

system performance.  And the individual components20

that lead into that overall system performance.21

Where there is very large uncertainty or22

conflicting information, we might either expand the23

range to encompass the whole range of uncertainty, or24

if it's easier to defend, so now you have a25
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defensibility issue.  Take that more conservative1

answer --2

MR.  LEVENSON:  Let me interrupt you and3

object to the use of the word "conservative" in a4

meaning where it isn't necessarily conservative at5

all.6

I think that this Committee has really7

focused a great deal on trying to say you need to8

identify and carry the uncertainty, but that's a whole9

separate issue from the question I'm asking.  If there10

is uncertainty when you present data, are you11

including the uncertainty without identifying it as12

uncertainty and just getting a rounded, upward number?13

DR. ANDREWS:  No, no, no.  If it's data,14

then it's the full range of the available data,15

whether those data are project-specific data or16

whether that information is other information17

available in the literature.  There's no --18

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Is that also true of19

calculation?  Calculated data?20

DR. ANDREWS:  Give me an example.  Data21

are generally observed and measured, not calculated.22

MEMBER LEVENSON:  A lot of the KTI23

agreements, I think, require additional analysis in24

calculations.  And one of the things that we've25
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encountered in looking into the detail is almost every1

analyst tends to round things upward beyond the range2

of real evidence and what we're saying is is that3

being watched for as you respond so that you are, in4

fact, presenting best evidence that you have, plus the5

uncertainties.6

DR. ANDREWS:  I believe the answer is yes,7

but if you have an example, probably it may be more8

useful to talk about a particular example.9

MR.  LEVENSON:  Well, if you sit through10

the meeting of this Committee, you'll find at almost11

eery meeting, we dig up a half of dozen in12

presentations that come to us when people are talking13

about data and facts and numbers.14

I was just wondering if you had a policy15

in preparing these responses to, in fact, try to16

provide best estimates to the best of your ability?17

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.  Best estimate with18

their uncertainty, yes.19

VICE CHAIRPERSON GARRICK:  Okay, I think20

unless there's more questions, we've come to a point21

where we're supposed to break and I'll turn it back22

over to the Chairman.23

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  And, in fact, John24

is exactly right, we are going to break for lunch.25
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We'll reconvene at 1 o'clock.1

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off2

the record at 12:04 p.m. and went back on3

the record at 1:03 p.m.)4

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  The meeting will5

come to order.  This afternoon we are going to hear6

presentations on risk significance ranking.  And,7

again, John Garrick is the cognizant member, so I'll8

turn the meeting over to John.9

MEMBER GARRICK:  Okay.  We're going to10

first hear about the use of risk information as a11

basis for agreement closure, and we're going to hear12

from both NRC and DOE experts on this subject.  And I13

think Andy Campbell is going to set the stage -- or he14

was.15

MR. CAMPBELL:  Yes, I'm here.16

MEMBER GARRICK:  Oh, okay.17

MR. CAMPBELL:  I'm Andy Campbell.  I'm18

Chief of the Performance Assessment Section at the19

NRC.  I just wanted to briefly introduce NRC speakers20

today.  Dave Esh is going to be talking about risk-21

informed issue resolution.  In essence, Dave's22

presentation and I assume the follow-on presentation23

by Bob Andrews by DOE are going to cover topics24

discussed at a May 15 technical exchange between NRC25
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and DOE concerning kind of methodological issues in1

terms of closing agreements on the basis of risk2

analysis.  And then after the break Tim McCartin and3

Jim Danna from the NRC staff will be talking about the4

NRC's risk ranking of the 293 agreements.5

Today's presentations from the NRC are6

intended to provide a status to the Committee, and the7

final risk insights report from Tim McCartin's and Jim8

Danna's presentation will be at the end of the fiscal9

year, end of September this year, and we expect that10

we would make a presentation to the Committee on that11

final report.  It will be a much thicker report.  What12

we're presenting today is essentially an executive13

summary and a status report.14

We're not necessarily looking for a letter15

at this time; however, we are interested in the16

Committee's ideas, thoughts and suggestions on17

communicating risk insights and understanding of these18

insights.19

MEMBER GARRICK:  Good.  Thank you.  Okay.20

Dave?21

DR. ESH:  It's my pleasure to be here22

today.  Can everybody hear me okay?  All right.  I23

think we need to get our presentation out.  I'm going24

to talk about the risk-informed process, give you some25
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of NRC's perspective.  We had a recent technical1

exchange with the DOE on May 15 on this topic, and I'm2

going to be talking primarily about methodology, maybe3

some practical aspects.  Whereas the talks that follow4

later in the day are going to cover more of the5

implementation of this philosophy.  But this process6

is specific to issue resolution.7

In some cases here, in most cases, when8

we're talking about risk-informed issue resolution,9

there is a subset of agreements that DOE wants to10

resolve with risk information in lieu of the11

originally agreed upon information, and NRC supports12

that approach.  The terminology that has been used has13

been to refer to those agreements, but that's not14

really important.  What you do need to know is that15

these agreements are pretty much two different types.16

They represent in some cases an agreement to evaluate17

the uncertainty associated with the model and whether18

the treatment of uncertainty was appropriate in the19

TSPA or in the sub-models.20

And then some of those agreements21

represent information where the actual uncertainty22

range or uncertainty values or conceptual model were23

questioned.  So it's not necessarily a basis of24

reducing the uncertainty but whether the treatment of25
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uncertainty was appropriate.  And this is a direct1

quote from our first letter on this topic to DOE, and2

basically we wanted to reiterate that we encourage the3

use of risk information for models data and barriers.4

Just some overview and background, as of5

9-21-02, which when we had the technical exchange was6

the most recent information we had, DOE had proposed7

31 agreements to use this risk information, and we had8

received nine of those.  The agreements cover multiple9

areas of the TSPA, and one of our main concerns was10

that the quantitative analysis that's performed to11

evaluate the risk significance of those agreements12

should address the system nature of the TSPA model,13

and the uncertainties should be propagated through14

that model.  And a lot of this presentation I'm going15

to cover that last aspect, but I'm also going to16

summarize the main elements that we thought were17

appropriate for risk-informed agreement resolution.18

The overview of the DOE analysis is19

basically DOE performed sensitivity analysis using the20

TSPA model, so that's good.  The uncertainty21

associated with an agreement is evaluated, and22

typically what was done is the behavior of a model,23

whether it's from a parameter distribution, the model24

itself or the uncertainty in a parameter distribution25
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is set to a very, it's subjective, of course, but a1

pessimistic state, so you've made the uncertainty to2

-- or you've made the parameter and model behave at a3

state that you don't expect.  And then from that4

analysis where they looked at an agreement, they5

concluded that if the absolute change in the dose is6

less than one millirem, then that agreement is not7

important to meeting the performance objectives.8

The main concern we have with this9

approach is in and to itself it doesn't necessarily10

recognize the system nature of the model and the11

propagation of the uncertainty.  Because the TSPA12

model, you could probably take every parameter in it13

and set it to a pessimistic value except maybe the14

general corrosion rate and you would reach that15

conclusion on the bottom line, which would say I don't16

need to know anything about any of these parameters17

except for one, and I don't know if that's necessarily18

the right answer, maybe it is.19

So what we get is this is a figure out of20

one of the agreement submittals.  It's also out of the21

risk prioritization report by DOE.  They'll take the22

base case state, which is given by the solid lines.23

The green is the nominal scenario, and then the blue24

is with the igneous activity groundwater scenario.25
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And then they'll set an agreement item, a parameter,1

a model to a pessimistic state and evaluate what the2

change in the dose is.  So here you see relative3

changes.  The change in the base case dose is very4

small.  There's a more moderate change in the igneous5

scenario from the sensitivity analysis.  And from this6

they would conclude that the model is not sensitive to7

the changes in the infiltration rate.8

Whenever we receive these agreements, or9

originally proposed, I should say, these were the10

areas that the agreements covered.  The infiltration,11

seepage, unsaturated zone flow, drip shield12

performance, THC effects on seepage, this is thermal-13

hydrochemical effects on seepage -- sorry for the use14

of the acronyms -- and thermal-hydrological mechanical15

effects on permeability.  Those all impact water flow16

in one way or another.17

And then there were a couple of other18

areas, in-drift chemistry and cladding performance,19

which are -- sorry, in-package chemistry and cladding20

performance, which are related to the source term, and21

in-drift chemistry.  And this middle one here was22

probably the big hang-up that we had.  Because in the23

risk prioritization report, DOE did a propagation of24

the uncertainty associated with these agreements, but25
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the feedback that we had from our process level1

experts is the uncertainty that was added into the2

analysis for the in-drift chemistry was not3

appropriate.  And so that was our big sticking point4

when it came to this problem.5

This figure on Slide 8 is from the methods6

and approach document, and it gives -- you don't need7

to read the labels.  Up here at the top it says --8

PARTICIPANT:  That's good.9

(Laughter.)10

DR. ESH:  I did that on purpose.  I wanted11

to illustrate a concept without you getting tied down12

in the details.  The TSPA LA model is up here at the13

top, and then all of these are documents or you can14

think of them as documents or models that are going to15

support that TSPA LA.  And what I did is I took a red16

block and I put it over the documents that were17

associated with the agreement areas on that previous18

page.  So what you can see is that there's a number of19

areas that may be connected or interacting that would20

be influenced by that approach to resolve those21

agreements using risk information.22

This is the idea.  TSPA is a system model.23

So then in our responses to DOE when we started24

receiving these, we had had a number of elements that25
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we needed in the information to resolve the agreements1

with the use of risk information.  And the elements2

I'll cover in a summary on the next slide and then3

provide a little more detail on the slides that4

follow.5

The main elements, and I'll paraphrase6

these, the first one is why the analysis appropriate?7

The second one is what did you do?  The third one is8

how much is it influenced by uncertainty?  The fourth9

one is, well, why do the results make sense?  Why are10

they believable?  And the last one is partly due to11

quality assurance but also to recognize that the12

process that we are in is dynamic.  So the model that13

they may use right now to get their results on the14

curve with the base case and the igneous case will be15

an old model by the time we get a license application.16

There will be a different model that's17

used for the license application.  That different18

model may behave differently if you perform this same19

analysis with it.  And the analysis that we receive20

now for these risk-informed agreements was also done21

under an unqualified status even though DOE will tell22

you, I'm sure, they have confidence in that analysis23

and the conclusions they're making.24

So for that reason, for those two reasons,25
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we believe an element of this process is that we get1

a confirmatory analysis that supports the current2

conclusions that would be made.3

Now, the technical basis for quantitative4

analysis, this is kind of a check balance situation.5

You wouldn't expect that you provide a very high6

degree of technical basis if you're being very7

pessimistic in your analysis.  So if you have an8

uncertainty that maybe it is evapotransportation in9

the infiltration model and you say, "I'm going to be10

very pessimistic and bound that effect in this11

analysis," then we wouldn't expect a lot of analysis12

or a lot of documentation expressing why that analysis13

is appropriate.  If it's easy to see that it's14

bounding, then that's okay with us.15

We would prefer that the analysis is as16

realistic as possible, but that comes with a price.17

It comes with a price of effort that you have to put18

into developing whether that analysis is realistic or19

not.  So we have to deal with whatever the DOE gives20

us, and if the DOE wants to be pessimistic, then21

that's what we will review.22

MEMBER GARRICK:  Dave, isn't the problem23

when you start using words like, "pessimistic," and24

words like "ten times higher," isn't the problem is25
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that you're implying that you know what the answer is?1

DR. ESH:  Yes.  And that's -- I choose2

pessimism, maybe it's still not the right word.3

Conservatism, to me, implies that I know what the4

answer is.  Pessimism says based on my level of5

knowledge I'm going to say it performs worse than6

that, but I'm acknowledging that I don't know what the7

true answer is.  So, yes, I agree with you.8

So we believe with this scaled approach to9

how much detail you provide for your information for10

the analysis, but we do need a documentation of the11

analysis that explains what was done so that we can12

review it and understand it, because these models are13

complicated.  There's many parameters, they're14

integrated, and we'd just like an understanding of15

what went into that analysis so we can tell whether16

we're seeing an analysis of the effect of the17

uncertainty that we were originally looking into.18

So the treatment of model and parameter19

uncertainty is the focus of this process, and we20

expect just a reasoned argument why the analysis21

appropriately represents the uncertainty or is22

sufficiently bounding.  We don't have an extremely23

high information need for the appropriateness of the24

analysis.25
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And this is an example, I took an1

agreement, TSPA 319, which related to2

evapotransportation and the use of site temperature3

data, to give you an idea of the problem that we're4

dealing with.  The agreement was addressed -- it5

addresses infiltration and the infiltration rate in6

the TSPA-FEIS model, according to DOE's documentation,7

is about 12 millimeters per year, so the question8

becomes, well, how do I change infiltration to9

represent this agreement.  And in this case, the10

infiltration was set to a value over ten times higher11

and an argument was made as to -- I don't know if it12

was in TSPAI 319 or in a later agreement.  In13

particular, I know this agreement, unsaturated flow14

under isothermal conditions 302, they provided what I15

felt was an appropriate justification for the16

distribution of the infiltration rates used in the17

sensitivity analysis.  So if somebody in the audience18

wants to get an idea of what we're expecting and what19

we're looking for, I think this is a good place to20

look, and I could give somebody a reference to that21

document if needed.22

The second element is that adequate23

documentation of the analysis, and basically we're24

looking for enough information to allow for us to25
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understand what was done without recourse to the1

author.  We don't want -- and I think that's part of2

the normal quality assurance process is that there is3

enough documentation that you don't have to rely on4

the individual who generated the analysis.5

And then, in addition, we have that some6

models and assumptions within the TSPA may not be7

integrated, so that's why we're asking for this8

information.  It is complicated, we'd like to know9

what was done, but we're not asking for a detailed10

description of -- we had stated that even in a summary11

form like a table these are the changes that were done12

for this analysis.  That would be appropriate for us13

to be able to tell what was done.  We don't need to be14

walked through the model in detail.15

Consideration representation of16

uncertainties, this is a big element for us.  The17

analysis should appropriately consider and represent18

uncertainties, and I've talked about or written here19

potential effects, related potential effects being20

considered.  And if not directly included, they should21

be discussed at least in a qualitative manner.  I'll22

give you an example of this.  Say you have an23

agreement that deals with the performance of the drip24

shield, and so in your model you say, "Well, I'm going25
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to degrade the performance of the drip shield or I'm1

going to take it out or I'm going to do something to2

the drip shield and evaluate what the effect of this3

uncertainty is."   Well, in that case, you're saying4

that the function of the drip shield is only to limit5

water contact with the waste, but the drip shield may6

have other functions in the model that aren't7

represented in the calculation, such as the8

minimization of the seismic effects on the waste9

package or the protection of the waste package from10

aggressive chemical environments.  So when we're11

talking about related potential effects, that's what12

we're talking about.  These other things that are in13

this integrated system model, how may they influence14

the output?15

So this is the main point:  The TSPA is a16

system model designed to integrate these abstractions,17

process models.  Abstractions are simplifications of18

a process model.  So for those of you that may not19

know, the step in the process is you have fundamental20

information, you develop a process model to represent21

that information, and then in some cases you may use22

those process models directly in your TSPA, but in23

many other cases you have to simplify them to make24

your model execution time reasonable or the25
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understanding of the model at an appropriate level of1

detail.  And so the abstractions that I mentioned here2

are in some cases the simplification of the process3

models that go into the TSPA.4

And here we mention the combined effects5

of uncertainty should be quantitatively assessed.  I6

believe Dr. Garrick mentioned in his opening remarks7

somewhat of a new term, combined effects, but really8

we're just talking about the propagation of9

uncertainties.  And combined effect came from Section10

3.4 of DOE's risk prioritization report.11

And one of the most important elements12

besides the propagation of uncertainty and the13

evaluation of it, we believe, is the understanding and14

explanation of the results.  Sometimes they may be15

counterintuitive, and one of the reasons we use our16

performance assessment code it's a simpler model, we17

probably have, at least at this point, a higher degree18

of understanding in that model, and we'll use it and19

evaluate whether we get something consistent with DOE,20

and if we don't, we then try to understand why and21

that may lead us to a question of what they've done22

their analysis with.23

MEMBER RYAN:  Could you give us a good24

example there?25
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DR. ESH:  Yes.  The example of the1

infiltration rates that I showed earlier and they had2

the two curves, we performed a similar analysis to3

that with our TPA code.  We increased the infiltration4

rates to a large amount, did the analysis and saw if5

we got the same result or not.6

The demonstration of understanding of the7

model and results we believe is essential to8

developing confidence in the conclusions.  And this is9

important for any scientific process for your10

modeling, but in particular when your model is11

complicated and there's lots of uncertainties, we12

really find that this -- if you're not doing this step13

in the modeling process, then you should be reasonably14

uncomfortable with the conclusions you should be15

making.16

And we believe strongly in simple physical17

arguments and presentation of intermediate outputs.18

We believe that enhances confidence in the results.19

And that's a really good step in the modeling process.20

We get caught up in the details of the models, but21

sometimes we need to step back and say, "Does this22

make sense?  Even if I can present a simple argument,23

why does my model make sense?  How would I convince24

somebody that's not an expert in this field that this25
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is a reasonable model?"1

Now I'm going to go into in some detail2

the combined effect of uncertainty, and I have some3

examples in here, they're fairly quantitative, so bear4

with me.  Insights from our performance assessment5

model, we use the stochastic performance assessment to6

evaluate the impact of uncertainty on performance,7

which we call risk, for this repository system.  For8

our base case, ten percent of our realizations, and a9

realization is just a probablistic state of the model10

that we use to represent uncertainty, ten percent of11

those contribute 95 percent of the peak mean dose.  So12

it's not -- you get a non-linear response of the13

performance assessment model.  And usually it's this14

propagation of uncertainty, which we call combined15

effects also, which is driving the risk in the model.16

That's what we observed from our performance17

assessment model.18

And here's an example from our code where19

we've taken the high realizations -- this was a run of20

the TPA 4.1j base case with 250 realizations, and I21

semi-quantitatively pulled out parameters which I22

thought would make a difference in the analysis.  I23

didn't perform a statistical analysis to pull out24

these parameters.  I did it based on my experience.25
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I took the five highest realizations, and I'm showing1

the percentile that each of these parameter2

distributions were samples at for each realization.3

And then the fifth column here shows the mean, so for4

this case waste package flow multiplication factor the5

mean state that it was sampled at for these five6

highest dose realizations was the 87 percentile.  Now,7

the highest realization contributed about 16 percent8

to the mean, and what we would like to conclude is9

that it's not necessary for key parameters to be at10

their extremes in order to have a meaningful11

contribution to risk.  It just takes some of the12

parameters to be at higher values in combinations and13

they lead to higher realizations.  So the propagation14

of uncertainty can significantly influence the risk.15

And this is another example that is more16

directly tied up -- or made to address the approach17

that DOE was using, which is this is a hypothetical18

model, it's done with the GoldSim software package,19

which is really strong to propagate uncertainty and20

evaluate simple models.  I've identified three21

parameters, A, B and C.  The first one is a normal22

distribution with a mean of five and a standard23

deviation of one, so does the second parameter, and24

the third parameter is uniform, from minus one to one.25
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And then just made a simple equation, and so these1

three parameters are going into the equation, and2

they're all uncertain.  And if we run that, I ran it3

for I think 10,000 realizations, and I checked the4

stability, you get a mean of about 3.84.5

And say this is the problem we're faced6

with where we're looking at uncertainties in a system7

model and we had a limit of 15.  So we would say,8

okay, we're good.  Our result is below the limit.  Now9

say somebody comes along and they say, well, you have10

additional uncertainty with A, B and C that's not in11

this model, and now I want you to evaluate what the12

effect of the uncertainties of A, B and C are on the13

model.14

Well, to evaluate them, labeled15

Uncertainty 1, 2 and 3, I perform an analysis which16

could be analogous to Agreements 1, 2 and 3.  I17

perform three analyses.  The first one I change my18

distribution.  Remember it was five before and one;19

now it's six and 1.5, and I leave the other two the20

same.  So this is similar to one-off sensitivity21

analysis.  And then I take my B and I change it and22

then I take C and I change it, and I run each of those23

cases.24

And what I get is that for this local --25
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I'll call it a local sensitivity analysis, that each1

of the means are below my limit of 15.  So I would2

conclude that, well, none of those uncertainties are3

important to add into this model because I'm below the4

limit in each case.  However, if you do a combined5

effect analysis that probablistically looks at those6

uncertainties, you get a different result, you get a7

mean of about 20.  And this is common in uncertainty8

propagation.  But the issue becomes what needs to be9

the set of analysis that you're putting together to10

get this result?11

And in this case, we had received 3112

agreements.  Those agreements that were addressing the13

basis for models or parameters I believe you have to14

do some sort of analysis like this that's looking at15

the combination of those uncertainties.  The ones that16

are addressing whether the range of -- or whether the17

uncertainties should be reduced, and you can do --18

then I think you can do a one-off sensitivity analysis19

and show that that doesn't impact the output.20

MEMBER GARRICK:  Yes.  One of the things,21

Dave, you have to really be careful with in this, and22

I'm sure you are, is that you have to establish23

consistency between parameter treatment.  For example,24

in some of the early results where there was25
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uncertainty analysis performed, on closer examination1

some of the critical parameters were assumed constant.2

DR. ESH:  Yes.3

MEMBER GARRICK:  And there was a4

temptation to say that because you assumed it was5

constant, such as solubility or something like that,6

that it doesn't contribute to uncertainty.  So the7

parameter consistency check is really important when8

you start doing this kind of thing.9

DR. ESH:  Yes.  There are other10

complications too.  Say you have a parameter11

distribution and you set it to its 95th percentile in12

order to represent this uncertainty that you don't13

have put in there, so you fix it to a deterministic14

state.15

MEMBER GARRICK:  Right.16

DR. ESH:  The 95th percentile might not be17

the most pessimistic state.18

MEMBER GARRICK:  That's right.  That's19

right.20

DR. ESH:  There might be some intermediate21

value or additional complications in addition to the22

one you mentioned to doing this analysis on these23

complicated models.24

So that's a second example of, okay,25
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uncertainty propagation in a system model, the first1

being more directly relevant using the TPA code, but2

each of those demonstrate the same sort of thing,3

which is you need to consider the interaction of these4

uncertainties and how they propagate through this5

system model.6

So in conclusion, though, we would say7

that these extremely pessimistic analyses, or what I8

believe are extremely pessimistic where individual9

uncertainties are not required by the NRC.  And we10

agree that the margin between your analysis results11

and the performance objective can be considered.  So,12

basically, that means if you're down at 1e to the13

minus 8 millirem and you can go to 15, then, yes, you14

have a lot more leeway in what you consider risk15

significant then if you're at 10 millirem and your16

limit is 15.  That should be considered in this17

process.18

But where we somewhat disagreed with the19

DOE was that the potential combined effects, this20

propagation of uncertainty on risk, of these agreement21

items that in some cases you can think of, you want to22

drop that information out of the performance23

assessment or not permanently represent it, one or the24

other.  That's the argument that you're basically25
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trying to make.  So we believe that you need to look1

at that combined effect and evaluate how significant2

it may be with respect with risk.  And this technical3

analysis should appropriately consider the system4

nature of this performance assessment model.5

And in summary, here's -- the risk-6

informed resolution can be done in lieu of the7

original agreements.  We believe that the technical8

analysis should consider the system nature of the9

model, the propagation of uncertainty, that confidence10

in the supporting analysis and resulting conclusions11

is an essential aspect to the risk-informed issue12

resolution process.13

Now, as I said, we did have a meeting on14

May 15 that many of you were present, so you can --15

I'm going to end now, you can turn your mental snooze16

off and come back up to listen to the rest of the day,17

but we have -- the summary of our meeting was18

basically DOE was in agreement with us on the19

additional information needs, such as the20

documentation of the analysis, the explanation of the21

results, those sort of things, except for the combined22

effects of uncertainty analysis.23

Here's a key point that, the next two,24

that DOE is possibly reducing the number of agreements25
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or at least redistributing them.  They said maybe 311

to approximately 20.  But here was the big sticking2

point.  If you remember I mentioned the environmental3

conditions for corrosion.  As I think you'll hear Tim4

and Jim Danna talk about this afternoon, that's an5

area that we believe is high risk significance, and6

originally in this approach that was an area of low7

risk significance for DOE.  So that was a stumbling8

point, and it was a stumbling point in the combined9

effect analyses too.  But because DOE isn't taking10

this approach for the environmental conditions, I11

don't see that we're that far apart on the combined12

effect of analyses anymore -- the combined effect of13

uncertainty, I'm sorry.14

So DOE will perform -- they agreed they15

will perform an analysis with the final fully16

qualified TSPA model that supports the conclusions17

that they may have made with these preliminary models.18

And if that turns out to be unsuccessful, then they'll19

develop an alternative approach.  So I'll be happy to20

address any questions that you may have.21

MEMBER GARRICK:  George?22

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Just a23

clarification, Dave.  On your last slide, you started24

out -- the first one says the DOE is in agreement25
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except for the combined effect of uncertainty1

analysis.  And then farther on down I thought I heard2

you say that you didn't think that you're very far3

apart on treatment of the combined effect of4

uncertainty.  So have they agreed now or --5

DR. ESH:  Well, the difference was --6

which slide are you on?7

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  The very last one.8

DR. ESH:  Last one.9

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Very last one,10

there.  See the first one says that they don't agree11

with you on the combined effect of uncertainty12

analysis.13

DR. ESH:  Yes.  This was -- and it's14

written poorly.  This was prior -- we disagreed with15

them on the need to perform a combined effects16

uncertainty analysis when they were including the17

environmental conditions for corrosion.  So they said,18

"We don't need to do that," and we said, "Yes, it is19

a part of this process, it is something you need to20

consider, and the analysis that you did in Section 3.421

of the risk prioritization report didn't adequately22

address this part of the problem."  Then DOE said,23

"Well, we're not going to evaluate the environmental24

conditions for corrosion of the waste package with25
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this approach anymore," and so we still believe that1

they need to consider the combined effect of2

uncertainty, but that analysis that's in Section 3.43

of the risk prioritization report may be sufficient,4

that we just need to get the other parts of it, which5

were what was done in the analysis and an explanation6

of the results and why they're reasonable.7

So that's why I'm saying that I think8

we're closer together.  It will depend on those other9

information elements which is the description of the10

analysis and the understanding of the results, et11

cetera, whether we would find that analysis -- and12

it's my understanding that they have a resource13

problem.  They have key skills to do TSPA analysis,14

and those skills are completely tied up with15

development of the TSPA LA model, and they would16

probably agree with that.  So to do another analysis,17

this type of analysis, that skill is locked up right18

now doing something that they believe is more19

important.  So that's why there is this little bit of20

a disagreement in that area.21

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Okay.  But see if I22

have it right now.  Well, tell me this is wrong.  I'll23

rephrase it.  So I might have heard you just say that24

DOE has taken out the environmental conditions for25
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corrosion from the combined effects of uncertainty1

analysis.  And if that were so, then it would worry me2

based upon the rest of your presentation because if3

you're fixing all of the corrosion parameters at a4

constant value, you're missing out on what you just5

described as potential non-linear effects.6

DR. ESH:  Yes.  I think I confused you.7

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Oh, okay.8

DR. ESH:  Remember we're talking about the9

subset of agreements that they want to resolve with10

this approach.  So when they're resolving it with this11

approach, then we're saying you need to do a combined12

effect of uncertainty analysis.  If it's not being13

resolved with this approach, then it's going to go14

into the TSPA LA model, and so the combined effect of15

uncertainties in the LA model will be represented.  So16

think of it as this is an approach to evaluate some of17

the agreements and they don't go forward from this18

point into the LA or DOE's arguing that they're19

already appropriately represented in our models, et20

cetera.  I know that's the case in some areas.21

There was an agreement that talked about22

fast flow paths, and all DOE did -- one of the things23

they did in their response was summarize what their24

model already has in it, which is one percent of the25
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time it has fast flow paths in the unsaturated zone.1

Is that more clear?2

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Yes.3

DR. ESH:  Okay.4

MEMBER GARRICK:  Milt?  Mike?5

MEMBER RYAN:  It's a real clear6

presentation.  It's very helpful to see the treatment7

of uncertainty and how you do it.8

MEMBER GARRICK:  Of course, when you're9

doing this sort of work and you're trying to reach10

some sort of judgment about the importance of11

different agreements in this case, the reference has12

to be the risk assessment and what changes in that13

agreement how that would affect the risk assessment.14

The other exercise you're going through15

there are other ways to get risk insights, and one16

exercise that you're doing right now is backtracking17

from the results, such as the principal contributors18

to dose and peeling the onion, so to speak, to see19

exactly how that dose came about, which, is as we20

recommended in the past, an effective way to get a21

handle on the details of what's driving the risk.22

Now, is the work that you're doing in that23

area  also being used to benchmark the importance of24

the agreements?25
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DR. ESH:  Yes.  I can't answer for DOE1

but, as Tim and Jim Danna will talk about later, we2

consider that sort of information whenever we develop3

our risk insights.  So I think that what they'll -- I4

don't know if they'll go into detail on it, but we5

come at it from a top down and a bottoms up, and in6

some cases you learn different things.  So we may do7

a barrier analysis that we're looking at8

underperformance of barriers, and we may also do9

what's the potential contribution of a barrier from10

the other direction, and you learn -- you get11

different insights depending on those analyses that12

you do.13

MEMBER GARRICK:  See, what we're really14

looking for always is what is your reference for15

reaching the judgments that you're reaching?16

DR. ESH:  Yes.17

MEMBER GARRICK:  And how much of it is18

really analytically based?  And what's the context of19

that analysis?  Is it the risk assessment, is it the20

backtracking analyses, and I'm assuming it's all of21

these.  But if we're really talking about being risk22

informed, it's got to be accurate to some sort of a23

systematic, analytical process.24

DR. ESH:  Yes.  I'd say we strongly -- if25
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I could paraphrase what we do, and they'll cover it in1

more detail, is we strongly use quantitative2

information but we're open-minded about you have to3

understand the context of that quantitative4

information that was generated.  So we recognize that5

some of the models may have limitations that don't6

represent an effect or a process in the performance7

assessment, but if we can do an analysis or do an8

evaluation, sort of a "what if" type of thought9

process, then that factors into our determination of10

the significance.  And, remember, we're on the11

receiving end but ultimately it's DOE's responsibility12

to make those determinations of significance or not,13

but we try to be as informed of reviewers as possible.14

MEMBER GARRICK:  Yes.  One of the things15

that is very important about this whole process is to16

see if carrying out these kind of exercises that are17

more systematic and more risk oriented you have some18

surprises over the knowledge base that existed, for19

example, when you created the key technical issues in20

the first place.  Now, I realize that the key21

technical issues, the nine issues, are at such a high22

level that it's not likely that they all aren't very23

important.  But when you get down into the subissues,24

that's where you may find some surprises.  And if25
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there's one thing that has come from a comprehensive1

application of the risk thought process it's been2

surprises, it's been that you expose contributors to3

risk that you really didn't think were that important,4

number one.  And, number two, things that you thought5

were important are not so important.  Has there been6

any surprises in where you were a few months ago or7

maybe a couple of years ago with respect to what you8

think was driving the risk and where you are now as a9

result of these kind of exercises?  And maybe Tim is10

going to come to that, I don't know.11

DR. ESH:  Yes.  I can't personally speak12

for programmatic surprises, but I can give you a13

personal surprise, which was when I started at NRC I14

was in charge of the TPA code development, did a lot15

of analyses and even did a lot of barrier analyses to16

evaluate how significant, and in that case I was17

looking at integrated subissues, or ISI.  So I was18

trying to get a handle on which of the integrated19

subissues.  And it might have come from a request by20

you what are the important ISIs, and I was assigned21

that project.22

So I was doing analysis to evaluate the23

integrated subissues, and one of the results that I24

had was that the source term wasn't very significant,25
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the actual waste form dissolution rates, the spent1

fuel dissolution rates.  In recent analyses that I2

think I've presented to you, whenever I got down into3

that model and actually put it together and put it in4

a spreadsheet and looked at what it was doing, there's5

a broad range of spent fuel degradation times or6

dissolution rates that come out of that model.  On one7

end, it could provide for very long delays.  On the8

other end, it could provide for not so long delays.9

So in my mind, it completely changed my thinking about10

that part of the problem.11

From the quantitative output of just12

looking at a barrier, it doesn't show up, and I would13

say this isn't very important.  But when I get down14

into it, that could be an artifact of the way the15

uncertainty is treated or the way that pessimism may16

have been introduced into that model.  And,17

ultimately, you have to defend the model that you're18

using, and it may be that it's too expensive to defend19

that one end of that parameter distribution, and I'm20

going to have it towards the other end of the21

parameter distribution.  So that's a personal example22

of a surprise I had from doing this sort of analysis,23

this sort of exercise.24

MEMBER GARRICK:  Okay.  Any other25
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questions from the staff?  Anybody?  I guess we go to1

the next speech.  We'll hear from DOE again, Bob2

Andrews in particular.3

DR. ANDREWS:  Well, the objective -- is4

this on well enough?  The objective of this, I think5

at your request, was to summarize that meeting, and6

it's good that our summaries look pretty well the7

same, so I cut through the chase and go to a few8

examples that are different than Dave's and a few9

numbers that are different and explain why they're10

different.11

But before I do that, I think it's12

worthwhile to talk about a little of the history of13

these risk-informed performance-based KTI agreement14

responses.  I think we talked to this group roughly a15

year ago, maybe a little more than a year ago, about16

the whole approach to prioritizing not just KTI17

agreements but prioritizing the technical work18

required to develop the bases for the license19

application and address the KTI agreements and the20

fairly elaborate approach we did to prioritize that in21

light of funding limitations where the Department did22

have to prioritize its work scope.  And we presented23

that to you roughly a year, maybe a little more than24

a year ago.25
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Part of that approach necessitated the1

addressing of some of the KTI agreements using more2

TSPA-based risk-informed based approach.  We started3

addressing them last summer.  There was probably three4

or four that were submitted last summer that only used5

a TSPA sensitivity analysis, vary the parameter6

distribution outside of its range or to an extreme7

value within its range and see what effect it has.8

And say based on that and that alone, so there was9

probably four or five agreement responses done in10

July-August of last year that were written that way.11

The initial feedback we had from those12

was, well, you didn't put them into the context of the13

technical basis for that question, whatever that14

question might have been.  I think generally there was15

a drip shield cracking issue and crack plugging KTI16

agreement, there was a couple of infiltration issues17

and the infiltration model issues that were being18

addressed at that time using totally a TSPA19

sensitivity analysis approach.  The Department agreed20

with the NRC staff comments made on those initial21

submittals and revised how it was writing those22

responses to add in addition to just, if you will, the23

movement of the needle on the dose also provide some24

additional discussion of why that uncertainty25
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distribution for that particular parameter or model1

was appropriate, use other lines of evidence or other2

information available to address the KTI agreement in3

addition to the risk-based TSPA-based sensitivity4

analyses.5

There have been five submitted since last6

summer.  One was in November, the other four were in7

January of this year.  They were generally UZ flow,8

unsaturated zone flow, heterogeneity and unsaturated9

zone flow and uncertainty in infiltration.  So the10

total number was nine; however, one was closed, one of11

those nine was closed on the basis not of the risk-12

informed information that was provided but on the13

basis of the additional technical information that was14

provided.  I just wanted to lay out that schedule15

process with you.  And that led up to last month's16

technical exchange.17

So if I can go to the next slide, I just18

want to walk through that approach, the implementation19

of that approach, take a different example than what20

Dave took, and then my summary of NRC concerns that I21

think Dave went through in sufficient detail so I'll22

probably skip over that one and our planned path23

forward.  So if I could have the next slide, please.24

Okay.  I think I have talked about the25
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alternative approaches that we followed for all KTI1

agreements.  Some KTI agreements was go do X, whatever2

X was said to be, go do that test, write that test3

plan, submit those test data, revise or look at the4

parameter distribution, whatever that issue was based5

on that new science or revised engineering6

information.  But as Dave said, we had proposed on the7

order of 30, I think 31 was the exact number, that8

might be addressed in more of a TSPA risk-informed9

process, i.e. it does not significantly affect the10

compliance with the regulatory standard.  We actually11

did submit nine, it was really eight agreements that12

were directly related to this, and the ninth one was13

closed with other information, not the risk-informed14

information.  And the rest of this talk primarily goes15

through things that we talked about during that16

technical exchange in the middle of May.  Next slide,17

please.18

Okay.  The whole basis of using the risk19

information, in particular using the total system risk20

information, and here I'm going to focus now on the21

use of the total system model, the total system22

parameters, the total system analyses as that23

definition of risk from the compliance point of view.24

There might be other very logical definitions of risk,25
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such as risk to a barrier or risk to understanding,1

but we focused here on risk as it's defined with2

respect to dose being the performance measure of risk.3

Next slide, please.4

Okay.  The whole goal of this was to allow5

ourselves to prioritize where to focus the limited6

resources, on which KTI agreements, on which issues,7

if you will, focus on those that either had the8

greatest uncertainty or the greatest significance or9

a combination of those as they affected risk.  Okay.10

Next slide, please.11

Okay.  So there was three criteria that we12

used in trying to ascertain which KTI agreements were13

in fact amenable to the use of total system risk14

information as a means of potentially closing the15

agreement.  They're shown on this slide and the next.16

We'll stay on this one for the time being.  First is17

the information requested is shown to have limited18

significance to risk based on the importance to19

repository performance during the 10,000-year20

regulatory time period.  Next slide.21

And that information that is explicitly22

requested in the agreement item is not required to23

support the technical basis for that treatment of24

uncertainty.  So in other words, the uncertainty25
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treatment was, in our opinion, adequate within the1

TSPA SR and TSPA-FEIS, the final environmental impact2

statement TSPA, such that that range accommodated the3

range of understanding and no more information was4

required to expand that range, if you will.  And the5

information is not needed to support the description6

of the barrier.  So we were looking at barrier7

capability and the description of barrier capability8

as required in the regulation.  And if it did require9

that, then it was not a candidate for using total10

system risk information as a means or a criteria for11

addressing the KTI agreement.  Next slide.12

Okay.  So I think Dave captured this as13

well.  Some agreement items called for additional14

information to reduce uncertainty, and if we felt that15

uncertainty was adequately captured and there was no16

necessity to reduce the uncertainty and that it was17

insensitive to that uncertainty, then it was okay, and18

that was a basis for potentially addressing the19

agreement item.  Secondly, if there was additional20

work needed to defend the current range of21

uncertainty, i.e. additional information required, not22

necessarily of questioning the uncertainty range but23

defend that uncertainty range, and we can still24

demonstrate that it's insensitive, then that was a25
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candidate for using risk information for.  Next slide.1

Okay.  As I said, there have actually been2

nine but eight were using risk information and nine3

had additional technical information, that's my last4

bullet there.  Five of them related to climate and5

infiltration, two, to flow and transport -- actually,6

three were flow and transport, because the third one7

that was closed was closed, it was UZ flow issue8

associated with the heterogeneity in the unsaturated9

zone flow model and the effect of that heterogeneity10

on localized flow paths and on potential for seepage11

where the flow might be increased.  And so far with12

the exception of the one that I just described13

additional information needs have been identified for14

all of the others.15

I should say that of the UZ flow and16

transport ones, they were all flow related, they17

weren't transport related.  I should also say that18

when you map these nine or these -- let's talk about19

these eight and not the one that was closed, these20

eight to the June 5 NRC report on risk prioritization,21

six of these are what have been classified as low, and22

two of these have been classified as medium.  The two23

that have been classified as medium are associated24

with the infiltration representation and the25
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uncertainty in the infiltration representation.  The1

other ones have all been classified as low risk2

significance.  So we in a way agree that they're low3

risk significance.  The issue is did you provide4

enough information to close those agreement items even5

though you might agree that they're low risk6

significance.  So if we go onto the next slide, I7

think I have an example more of an approach.8

The approach had -- once we had the first9

four and had gotten some feedback on those saying10

additional technical information was desirable, we11

revised the last five submitted in December and12

January to include a section where additional13

technical basis was presented.  So each KTI agreement14

had additional discussion of that particular15

uncertainty, that was the focus of that KTI agreement,16

and additional discussion of additional information17

used to support that distribution.  I'll come here18

with an example on infiltration in just a second.  So19

there's a section in there on additional technical20

bases, if you will.21

There's then a discussion using  variety22

of different outputs associated with the TSPA model,23

whether it be extreme value, one-offs, whether we use24

some nominal neutralizations or some combined effect25
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analyses, limited as they were.  We haven't submitted,1

I don't think, any combined effect analyses to date,2

but they are in the risk prioritization report, using3

some combination of these to provide that information4

in the context of that particular KTI agreement.  So5

there's two sections.  There's actually an additional6

qualitative discussion of the barrier and the barrier7

capability and the impact of that KTI agreement vis-a-8

vis that barrier and barrier capability.  If I go to9

the next slide --10

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Bob, your combined11

effect analyses seems -- the way you describe there12

seems to be not similar to what Dave Esh described;13

that is, you're talking about the words say assumption14

of extreme values occurring simultaneously in multiple15

components, and it strikes me that -- I infer from16

that that you're talking about doing, again, a one-off17

analysis but with, to use Dave's words, pessimistic18

values for five or six different things19

simultaneously?20

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.  Yes.21

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Dave, am I right22

that that isn't the approach that you had envisioned?23

DR. ESH:  Yes.  I think the distinction is24

that we're saying that the combined effect of25
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uncertainty is an important part of the process, and1

DOE has selected to be pessimistic in each of the2

individual analyses, and it puts -- there's a3

difficult point in between there, so what does that4

mean?  Does that mean that you do a combined effect of5

a whole bunch of very pessimistic things?  We don't6

want that, and DOE is saying, "We don't want to give7

you that."  But there's still that answer of what's8

the combined effect of uncertainty.9

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.  I think another way to10

think of it is in the risk report, just for11

illustration purposes, the one we produced last12

summer, wasn't -- it itself was not a KTI agreement,13

it was a separate technical report.  We present some14

combined effect analyses in that as representative15

examples of types of combined effect analyses.  But16

those analyses have not been used as a basis of any17

KTI agreement responses to date, the combined effect18

analyses.  The one-offs and neutralizations have been19

but not the combined effect.  If I can go to the next20

slide, please.21

Okay.  I picked -- Dave picked TSPA 319,22

I think; I have 318.  It's also infiltration.  As I23

said, a number of these were infiltration related.  We24

picked those, not only because we felt that we'd25
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adequately captured the uncertainty in our TSPA but1

also because most of the active field testing program2

for infiltration had been completed.  The USGS, the3

prime area of people collecting that information,4

although they collect related information for other5

projects in the arid Southwest, the specific6

application of the infiltration model for the TSPA was7

pretty much done, and we felt we had a lot of multiple8

lines of evidence to support the range of infiltration9

rates that we were using in the TSPA.10

The question here specifically relates to11

that infiltration model and some assumptions embedded12

within that infiltration model and some comments made13

of the time of the technical exchange when that14

infiltration model was being reviewed by NRC staff.15

And the issue was a more realistic representation of16

infiltration rates using an alternative model, if you17

will.18

We wrote that response in January of this19

year and broke up the answer into two separate20

answers.  One part of the answer says that using21

multiple lines of evidence and alternative22

representations from those other lines of evidence,23

thermal information, chloride information, information24

from carbon-14 and the perched water zones and other25
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water balance type information, regional water balance1

type information, that we believe our range of2

infiltration rates represented over the mountain,3

which was quite a broad range, it not only had a mean4

and uncertainty on the mean but also had a spatial,5

very wide spatial distribution over the crest of the6

mountain with that spacial distribution being a7

function of slope and angle and soil type and soil8

thickness and vegetation, et cetera, that that was9

adequate to represent the range of uncertainty10

distribution.  So we added some additional technical11

discussion of those alternative lines of evidence.12

In addition, we did a couple of extreme13

value one-off sensitivity analyses using the TSPA, one14

where we just changed the infiltration rate and the15

other one where we changed the seepage.  The next16

slide shows the change in the infiltration rate slide,17

which then changed a saturated zone flow and therefore18

unsaturated zone transport.  Although the range is19

from zero to 250 millimeters per year, the average can20

increase during climate changes over the 10,000 years21

to roughly 12.5, so we'll say 13 millimeters per year.22

But it's quite a wide spacial range.23

The one-off sensitivity analysis increased24

that and fixed it at the glacial maximum climate25
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infiltration rate.  It still had spacial distribution1

but it fixed it at that glacial maximum climate state.2

That glacial maximum climate state occurs in the3

climate model at about 70,000 years, I think, so we4

just kind of moved that glacial maximum climate state5

and said it occurs tomorrow and then evaluated the6

effect of that on dose, what you see here.  We did a7

separate analyses of the effect of that on increased8

seepage.9

The next slide I think summarizes the10

comments -- yes -- the comments back on this11

particular KTI agreement, and the NRC staff said if12

you continue down the technical-based approach, here's13

the information we think is still required, additional14

information needed to address that KTI agreement.  And15

if you choose to go down the significance or risk-16

based approach, then here's the additional information17

that we believe is still needed.18

On the technical basis approach, the19

second major bullet, gave us kind of, if you will, two20

options, one to show that non-linear processes have21

been adequately represented, and, two, that the model22

that we've used is not underpredicting the23

infiltration rate.  So we do an additional comparison24

of our infiltration rates and their distribution to25
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these other lines of evidence to show that we're not1

underpredicting and other people's assessments of2

potential infiltration rates to show that we're not3

underpredicting it.4

If we chose to go down the route of5

addressing it from a risk significance point of view,6

then for this particular KTI agreement it captures7

three of the five elements that I think were in Dave's8

closing slide.  One was combine the effects of this9

with all other KTI agreements that are being addressed10

by risk significance, by low risk significance.  So if11

it's infiltration and it's flow and it's drip shield,12

take those three as examples, then combine those three13

effects and make sure those combined have a low risk14

significance.15

As Dave also said, they require, if we're16

going to address it from a risk point of view,17

additional description of the changes made so that18

there's a greater understanding of what exactly was19

changed.  The documentation to date was inadequate, if20

you will, for an independent reviewer to pick it up21

without access to the analyst and determine exactly22

what parameter was changed within the TSPA.23

And the third thing was additional24

descriptions of the uncertainties.  We presented them25
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as means and variations of the means.  We did not show1

the full distribution upon which that mean was based2

and look at portions of that distribution.  I think3

Dave presented an example just a few minutes ago of4

looking at the top five realizations or the top ten5

percent of all realizations and try to determine from6

those is there any additional insights that can be7

gained on what was driving the risk.  So that's the8

letter at the end of April.  If I can go to the next9

slide.10

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  So when you -- so on11

that last point now when you talk about realizations,12

it leads me to believe that you're talking about13

addressing these, say, combined effects by using TSPA.14

DR. ANDREWS:  That was their request.  If15

you're going to bullet two, if you choose door two --16

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Okay.  Okay.17

DR. ANDREWS:  -- DOE, then you've got18

these two choices.19

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  No, I understand.20

Okay.21

DR. ANDREWS:  If you choose door three,22

then make sure all these three elements are addressed.23

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  And is it your24

understanding that the combined effects would involve25
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the use of TSPA with all the other parameter values1

fixed at the base case level or are you talking about2

doing a full-blown --3

DR. ANDREWS:  They would be sampled.  They4

would be fully sampled.5

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  -- everything.  So6

it's a full TSPA analysis.7

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.  Yes.  You would just8

combine the effects of those elements that you were9

risk informing.  So maybe you would choose10

infiltration, UZ flow, seepage and drip shield11

degradation and look at those four elements at a12

pessimistic value or an extreme value of the current13

distribution and evaluate what that combined effect14

is, other things all being kept at their uncertain15

nominal distributions.16

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  It still seems odd17

to me that when you're talking about looking at18

propagation of uncertainty, that you would do that by19

fixing values at a 95th percentile value.  Where is20

the additional uncertainty?  It doesn't -- somehow21

doesn't compute for me.22

DR. ANDREWS:  There's no -- we have a23

distribution --let me try to back up and see if this24

will help.  We have a distribution on infiltration25
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rates.  We have three infiltration distributions and1

each of those distributions has a wide range of2

localized infiltration rates at a 30 meter-by-30 meter3

sort of scale that come out of this model that's the4

model in question.  We've used that and compared those5

to other indirect lines of percolation.  There's no6

other indirect measures of infiltration other than7

global -- not global but kind of regional water8

balance type information, maxi eken type average9

infiltrations in arid regions, whether you're in10

Israel or southern Nevada, which we also have used as11

a basis to define reasonable infiltration rate12

distributions.  So we think we have a reasonable13

uncertainty characterized.14

Now, if you're going to evaluate the15

effect of that uncertainty, one way is to just take it16

-- to do its significance is to take it at extreme17

values and see how it behaves given that that18

uncertainty is picked at its extreme value.  So it's19

not doing, if you will, a regression on the20

uncertainty of infiltration, because it might be21

masked by 50 or 100 other things downstream of it.22

You could do that by slowly, as John said, peeling the23

onion off and limiting those and the uncertainty in24

those until you got back to show me the uncertainty on25
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infiltration rate and its impact on system1

performance, but then you would have fixed a lot of2

things downstream of it.  So in this case we're just3

trying to fix the upstream thing, which is4

infiltration and see its propagation by just fixing5

it.6

MEMBER RYAN:  I appreciate that7

explanation because that helped me a lot.  I've been8

struggling to think this through myself.  But if you9

look at David's Slide 18 where he showed the analysis10

of the TPA 4.1j realizations, he showed that if you11

look at the mean of the parameter uncertainties and12

how that gave you insight for the system behavior, my13

question is how do I get from this kind of individual14

parametric evaluation of say infiltration rate that15

you've described and then somehow translate that into16

the behavior of the system where you might have six or17

eight or other ten key parameters behaving across some18

range of values?19

DR. ANDREWS:  Well, all the other elements20

of the system are in that calculation and their21

uncertainty.22

MEMBER RYAN:  But are they held constant23

or are they --24

DR. ANDREWS:  No.  No.  They're allowed to25
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-- they're sampled off of their distributions.1

MEMBER RYAN:  Oh, they're sampled in the2

same way as infiltration rate.3

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.4

MEMBER RYAN:  Okay.5

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.6

MEMBER RYAN:  That's helpful.7

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.  And I just do one case8

where I fix infiltration, and everything else is still9

sampled, so there's still 300 realizations or 10010

realizations, I forget how many we used, and so11

everything else is being sampled.  Corrosion rates are12

being sampled and solubilities are being sampled and13

retardation coefficients are being sampled.14

MEMBER RYAN:  So you fix infiltration.15

You then run it for different infiltration rates and16

look at how infiltration --17

DR. ANDREWS:  Right.  Right.  In this18

case, we just fixed it high.  Let me go to the next19

slide.20

Okay.  I think these five bullets capture,21

at least in my words, the same five bullets that Dave22

had -- test me on that.  So let's go on to the next23

slide.24

Okay.  For those KTI agreements that we25
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believe still are most appropriately addressed using1

risk significance information, we agreed in that2

technical exchange to provide some additional3

information that was on Dave's slide:  Additional4

discussion of the technical basis for the change, why5

the change was made the way it was, the basis for that6

number chosen in that change, additional details on7

the change, additional discussion of the results of8

that change and the understanding of the results of9

that change and additional discussion of the full10

range of uncertainty associated with that change, not11

just look at the mean and the mean response behavior12

but look at the whole distribution, if you will, and13

examine whether there are any other outliers.14

Those results are all readily accessible.15

We save all of the output files, so going in and16

grabbing additional interim results from an output17

file is relatively straightforward.  What we said, I18

think maybe we put it on the next slide -- wait a19

minute, let me make sure I covered all these.  Let me20

go back to the previous slide, I'm sorry about that.21

Yes, I think I covered those.  Let's go on to the next22

slide.23

Okay.  The combined effects analysis that24

we have documented in the risk information report,25
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which was last summer, we don't propose -- and as Dave1

said, it's mostly a resource timing issue -- we don't2

propose redoing or adding to any of those here in the3

short time.  When we -- the reason being is simply4

that the TSPA for the license application is being5

developed as we speak.  The individual outputs from6

those 28 abstractions that were on Dave's slide, the7

little colorful slide that you couldn't read, those 288

outputs are being integrated into the TSPA model right9

now.  That model has to be developed, has to be10

tested, has to be checked, has to be reviewed before11

any results of that model are produced.12

So the Department decided to focus its13

energy on that model and the development of that14

model, not additional, if you will, sensitivity15

analyses based on a model that right now is a year and16

a half old.  So the model will be different.  There17

are component parts that are significantly different18

from the TSPA SR, and it almost seemed not quite19

meaningless but not productive exercise to do20

additional combined effect analyses on that one now.21

But those combined effect analyses and the effects of22

uncertainty, as required in 63 and the guidance in the23

YMRP, will be addressed using the TSPA LA model and24

presented in the license application whenever those25
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analyses are done which will probably be next spring-1

ish time frame.2

I think -- is that it?  I think that's it.3

Yes, that's it.  So that's all I have, and I'd like to4

address any questions you might have.5

MEMBER GARRICK:  Okay.  Milt, you got some6

questions?  George?7

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Bob, it seems that8

we often get into situations where we can appreciate9

Harry Truman's request for a one-armed economist, so10

tell me why -- how you're going to explain this.  On11

one hand, DOE says that the unsaturated zone is a12

significant barrier.  On the other hand, the13

sensitivity analysis says that it doesn't matter if14

infiltration rates are an order of magnitude higher.15

DR. ANDREWS:  Okay.  I think you have to16

look at the definition of barrier.  The definition of17

barrier is anything that keeps water away from waste18

or anything that slows or retards radionuclide19

migration away from the waste.  I'm paraphrasing now,20

so it might not be the exact words, and Tim or21

somebody would give me the exact words probably22

verbatim.  So those are the two definitions of23

barrier, and using those definitions of barrier, flow24

and transport, I mean I'll take the UZ as an example,25
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the unsaturated zone does affect how much water can1

contact waste.  It sheds it off at the surface, and it2

limits how much can seep, so it is a barrier if I look3

at it from a water flow perspective.4

If I look at it from a radionuclide5

transport perspective, just looking at the unsaturated6

zone again, your example, then also there are many7

nuclides that it does retard,8

or filter if it was colloidally transported.  There9

are other nuclides that the delay time, if you will,10

from the repository to the water table is not delayed11

significantly.  There's some delay but not12

significant.  But it's significant for others.  So if13

I look at it from a nuclide-by-nuclide perspective for14

transport and look at it from a water flow15

perspective, from a flow water contacting waste16

perspective, it is a barrier.17

Does it significantly affect a dose18

calculation?  No, because there's other factors that19

are more significant:  The drip shield, the20

environment, the waste package, the solubility.21

Things like that are more significant than the -- and22

I'm talking nominal performance now, not volcanic23

event type performance, because there, of course, the24

unsaturated zone, except for the case of indirect25
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intrusion, plays no role.  But using a nominal1

performance perspective those other factors are more2

significant and, if you will, mask that contribution3

of UZ.4

Now, if you go out -- and I think we did5

this in the SR -- if you go out there far enough in6

time and you start looking at those nuclides that are7

particularly solubility limited, and now I'm just8

looking at the transport aspect of the UZ barrier, you9

see that delay for different assumptions of absorption10

characteristics in the unsaturated zone you see that11

delay manifested itself in a TSPA type curve, but it's12

out at 30,000 years or 20,000 years when the neptunium13

solubility and neptunium releases end up being more14

dominant than the technetium and iodine and carbon-1415

type releases.  So it is a barrier; in fact, it's two16

elements of a barrier.  It's flow barrier and it's a17

transport barrier.  It's just not as significant to18

risk.19

I think -- well, I think somebody's going20

to talk about the June 5 risk report, and I think UZ21

flow things were generally low and medium and UZ22

transport things were generally medium risk from NRC's23

perspective.  But I think they also characterize it as24

a -- they probably don't use the word, "barrier," but25
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an element of the abstraction case.1

MEMBER GARRICK:  Mike?2

MEMBER RYAN:  Nothing else.3

MEMBER GARRICK:  Maintaining a perspective4

on these different concepts and terms is a challenge.5

You know, aside from the suggestion that risk6

information is not technical information, I guess I'm7

reasonably satisfied with what I've heard, but these8

terms are very difficult to discriminate.  When you9

talk about something being technical basis and10

something being risk-informed basis or risk11

information approach, and I think we're going to have12

to be very careful about how we use such expressions13

in the public documents if we want them to understand14

it.  And I don't know if you have any thoughts about15

that, but when I look at technical information and16

risk information and technical basis and try to17

resolve in my own mind, yes, I can do it after awhile,18

but it's not a particularly good set of descriptors19

for adding clarity to the process.  And anything you20

can do to make that more straightforward I think would21

be greatly appreciated.22

DR. ANDREWS:  I appreciate the comment.23

MEMBER LEVENSON:  John, I think a perfect24

example of that contributing to the confusion is on25
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your first backup slide the first bullet says, "Risk1

informed analyses are not meant to be realistic2

projections of performance," and I think there's a lot3

of us that don't understand that at all, because it's4

what you're interpreting in this case that you have5

done as part of a risk-informed analysis.  As a6

generic statement, it's just plain not right.7

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.  We investigated or I8

guess discussed a number of ways of doing the risk-9

informed analysis.  I mean do you try to totally just10

keep peeling off the onion until you get to that11

particular parameter so that you can see its12

contribution by itself?  That's a worthwhile exercise13

but also a very difficult exercise to keep peeling it14

off.15

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Yes.  And I think the16

point that John was trying to make that I was trying17

to emphasize is that this is not -- the language is18

not for primarily discussion between experts who19

understand what's intended.  I think we just have to20

be much more careful about the language we're using.21

DR. ANDREWS:  I appreciate that.22

MEMBER LEVENSON:  So that we don't give23

false impressions of what's going on.24

MEMBER GARRICK:  Certainly, that's a25
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contradiction to why risk assessment was invented.1

(Laughter.)2

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.  Yes.  Yes.3

MEMBER RYAN:  You know, the next bullet4

under it, I'll pick on the next one and second the5

terminology question because it is a struggle if6

you're not truly an expert to understand the usage of7

the terminology, given the words are clear, but8

sometimes what you intend to mean is hard.  If9

something has a probability of one of occurring,10

whether it's a single event or a set of events, that's11

deterministic.12

DR. ANDREWS:  Right, for that particular13

event.14

MEMBER RYAN:  Not risk informed, it's risk15

based.16

DR. ANDREWS:  Right.17

MEMBER RYAN:  So it would be, I think,18

helpful to think about how do you get everybody on the19

same page for terminology, and that's you and NRC and20

the public and everybody in terms of understanding21

what these words mean.  That's very different from22

what I would have defined as something that has a23

probability of one.24

DR. ANDREWS:  I appreciate that comment.25
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MEMBER GARRICK:  Any questions from staff.1

Neil?  Rich?  Mike?  Anybody else?  Okay.  Thank you2

very much.  I guess that brings us to break time, Mr.3

Chairman?4

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  It brings us to5

break time, Mr. Vice Chairman.  So let's see, let's6

take a 20-minute break.7

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off8

the record at 2:28 p.m. and went back on9

the record at 2:49 p.m.)10

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  We are now11

reconvened officially.  12

Okay.  We're going to continue our13

discussion on risk-related topics.  And, once again,14

John Garrick is the person in charge, so I'll turn it15

back over to John.16

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thanks, George.17

I think without further ado, we'll18

introduce Tim McCartin.19

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Okay.20

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  He's going to talk21

to us about status of the high-level waste risk22

insights initiative, something we're all very23

interested in.24

MR. McCARTIN:  Okay.  Thank you, Dr.25
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Garrick. 1

Jim Danna and I will be presenting today.2

I'll do the first half on the risk baseline, and Jim3

will do the second half on the risk ranking.  4

As the cover slide indicates, this is a5

status.  We got the Commission SRM -- staff6

requirements memorandum -- requesting this7

information.  We provided it to the Commission.  We8

did acknowledge that in October, as Andy indicated,9

there is a final report.  And I'll indicate this is10

sort of an advertisement for what will be in that11

final report.12

Things might change as we do further13

analyses, etcetera.  I would like to say, although Jim14

and I are doing the presentation, anything that covers15

all of the performance of Yucca Mountain, and all of16

the different issues, clearly there was contributions17

from the NRC staff as well as the Center, and it18

really was a group effort.  We have the benefit of19

making the presentation.20

And I would like to say for people who21

didn't catch it, there is a typo in the area code.  I22

am not at 302, wherever that may be.23

(Laughter.)24

It should be 301, but --25
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MEMBER LEVENSON:  I thought you did that1

to reduce phone calls.2

MR. McCARTIN:  It would reduce phone3

calls.  Yes, I've noticed that over time.4

(Laughter.)5

Let me go to the next slide.  Or I can do6

that, that's right.7

And, once again, I will be going over the8

risk insights baseline.  And in that I'm going to try9

to give you some context for what we did, how we did10

it, and then I'll go through some of the examples that11

I think will get into some of the questions that were12

asked this morning and earlier this afternoon.  And13

then Jim will go over the risk ranking and the next14

steps in this effort.15

With that, we'll go into the risk16

baseline.  In terms of the benefit of this risk17

baseline, and certainly everyone is aware that the18

Commission requested the information, the risk19

ranking, but this risk baseline, as we started20

developing it, we felt really serves a very useful21

purpose in terms of communicating our insights to22

others.23

And over the years, I think in performance24

assessment we've done a good job of analyzing25
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different problems, looking at the technical issues.1

We haven't done as good a job giving people a sense of2

pulling all this information together, and what does3

it mean, and how does it affect the risk?4

And I think this risk baseline is an5

integrated system-level approach for risk-informing6

our activities.  It provides consistency in risk-7

informed activities among the staff.  8

This is one of those activities that --9

the staff is engaged in this one, in that you have a10

lot of good, useful dialogue, conversation, arguments,11

discussion.  When you start saying I think this is12

important, because we challenge each other on it --13

it's a source of communication, and I think it's very14

useful in that sense.  15

And also, as we heard from DOE, they've16

read the document.  We look on this document -- it's17

a first step.  We aren't saying this is the end in18

all.  It is a first look for us, but it's a source of19

information that we can have discussions with the20

Department to get a better sense of what's important21

and why.  And we think it will be very useful for the22

program.23

In terms of the process getting to this24

point -- and this probably is the hardest, the next25
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two or three slides -- how did we develop these risk1

insights?  It isn't as simple as just running the TPA2

code and getting a dose number.  There are many other3

things that you have to factor in.  We want to try to4

explain that.  5

It's certainly -- you're always coming6

back to the potential effect on dose, but we're using7

all our information to date.  And that information8

comes from running the TPA code, subsystem analyses,9

auxiliary calculations, and review of performance10

assessments.  DOE and EPRI have done performance11

assessments, a review of those assessments, and I'll12

point to some of the things that we have in our risk13

ranking that really is related to other PAs, not14

necessarily NRC's.  15

And so it's all that information you're16

bringing to bear to get a sense of, what are the risk17

significant aspects of a Yucca Mountain performance18

assessment?  19

The way we did it, the initial draft was20

developed by the performance assessment staff.  We21

then had it reviewed by the engineering and22

geosciences staff, both here and at the Center.  And,23

clearly, I want to point out the insights continue to24

evolve.  25
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This is a first step of putting down the1

insights in this way, as you'll see.  We're continuing2

to do analyses, and I'll try to point to the work we3

hope to get done prior to October to help us.  4

But I'll say, in October, will we have all5

the quantitative analyses done we'd like to?  I'd say6

no.  But what we'll do is we'll point to areas where7

we need to do further quantitative analyses to give a8

better understanding of some of these risk insights.9

In terms of what gets you into a high-risk10

significance, what did we use as our measures, we were11

looking for potential effects on a large number of12

waste packages, effects on the release of13

radionuclides, and the transport of radionuclides.14

Multiple barriers is a consideration, and15

this is the part that, clearly, if you only have a16

handful of waste packages failing in your base case in17

10,000 years, you're not going to get a high dose.18

Does that mean nothing else matters other than the19

waste package?  We would say no.  There is a20

requirement for multiple barriers.21

You'll see this more as I walk through22

some of our insights, and I've chosen some that are --23

that in my mind at least give examples of our thinking24

process, that there's things that have the potential25
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to affect the risk.  And you'll see that as I go1

through.2

But the question is, it's very hard in the3

base case to get any significant releases.  It tends4

to have a lot of barriers, be it limited water,5

limited release, long-lived waste packages, limited6

transport in the saturated zone.  You take all of7

those, you generally aren't going to see a large8

release.  9

But when you look at the system, what are10

the things that really have the potential to affect11

the risk if, for one reason or another -- it may be12

wrong or the uncertainties are a little greater or --13

there's a couple things that go wrong.  14

And that -- qualitatively, that's the best15

I can do now.  But as I go through the talk, you'll16

see the areas where, hopefully it becomes clearer, our17

thinking process.  And that's what I want to try to18

get through today is that thinking process.19

And, clearly, as even Dave Esh alluded to20

the model limitations and uncertainties, there's some21

aspects of our model -- we don't have certain22

processes.  Well, how might -- you want to try to23

think, how might that affect, if it was included in24

there?  And maybe you can do some offline analyses.25
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But I look on the TPA code and other1

performance assessment analyses, they assist your2

risk-informing.  They do not do the risk-informing for3

you.  You do have to use the gray matter between your4

ears.  There's no substitute for that.5

Yes?6

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Tim, you spoke of7

how all of these factors enter into your forming your8

opinions about the risk significance of things like9

the agreements, the TSPA, your TPA, the offline10

analysis, EPRI's work, etcetera.  And that all of this11

is taken into account when you assign priorities, I12

assume, or risk significance.13

Does that also feed back into your own14

model to do improvements on the model?15

MR. McCARTIN:  Certainly.  Certainly, yes.16

And, in fact, in doing some of this risk ranking,17

there were some things -- boy, we can't assess this18

with our model.  Maybe that's an improvement you want19

to --20

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Yes, that's what21

I was getting at, because there are some features22

of --23

MR. McCARTIN:  Absolutely.24

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  -- your model that25
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you don't --1

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.2

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  -- you're not --3

some issues with your model that you can't deal with.4

MR. McCARTIN:  Exactly.5

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  And --6

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.  And that's one of the7

parts that -- be aware, it was kind of odd in that the8

memo to the Commission represents our conclusions to9

the October report, basically, but we haven't finished10

the October report.  So we sort of wrote the ending of11

our mystery novel before we wrote the novel.12

There will be additional things like that,13

and that is an important feature.  There are some14

things we may identify -- boy, this might be15

significant.  We need to do a calculation like this to16

get a better sense of it, and it may require a17

modification of our code, or maybe an offline18

analyses.  19

Some of the analyses it's indicated we20

won't be able to do before October.  We'd like to21

identify the ones, and in those prioritize, well, what22

should we work on first?23

In terms of risk significance, many might24

say this slide doesn't say much.  It's sort of the25
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"Goldilocks slide" -- too hard, too soft, just right.1

But it's high risk significance as a potential to have2

a significant effect on the risk estimate -- not too3

surprising.  Medium risk, some effect.  Low risk,4

little effect.5

Think back to that other slide, though,6

where we looked at the potential to effect large7

number of waste packages.  If you can't effect large8

number of waste packages, you can't get here.  It's9

virtually impossible.  So there are some ideas like10

that.11

And although this slide, I'll say, is12

decidedly qualitative, as I walk through I want to13

give you an understanding of the thinking processes14

that we used to put things in the high, medium, or low15

risk significance area.16

In October, for every one of the17

assertions that we have in the memo to the Commission,18

we are intending to have documented the quantitative19

analyses that we used to support each one of those20

assertions.  Some of them may be dose calculations.21

Some of them could be barrier analyses or a subsystem22

analysis.  We may point to some DOE analyses.  23

But the desire is to at least show and24

document a quantitative calculation or analysis for25
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each one of the assessments -- the assignments that we1

made.  We're --2

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  But you've made no3

quantitative demarcations between these, like --4

MR. McCARTIN:  Not a does it have to be an5

effect of two orders of magnitude or --6

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Well, you could7

say if it has a 50 percent change in the central8

tendency parameter for one or --9

MR. McCARTIN:  Certainly, in putting10

things in the high, medium, and low, in our11

discussions we talked about, gee, that's only going to12

affect the dose at most by a factor of five, or we13

talk to that.  14

And so generally I'd say you want it to --15

a significant effect was if I had a -- if I was -- if16

my arm was twisted to say it had to be at least an17

order of magnitude or more -- at least.  And as Dave18

indicated, there was somewhat of a sense if you were19

down at the micro rem range, an order of magnitude20

doesn't mean a lot there. 21

So as I go through, I think you'll get a22

sense of it.  But we're hoping in October we'll have23

more of the analyses that people will more directly be24

able to see the quantitative sense of what was25
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intended.  1

But in the discussions everyone had2

quantitative analysis they could refer to and discuss3

when we went through it.  It's just in terms of4

actually having it documented for the short time that5

we had to prepare that memo, it wasn't practical.6

With that, I'm going to go -- that is a7

backdrop of how we began the exercise.  I'm now going8

to go through a series of -- and I will admit, I did9

not count them, but I'll say seven to ten examples10

from the memo to give you our thinking as we went11

through it, which will I think hopefully explain some12

of the more qualitative words I used in the previous13

slides.14

First, you'll notice that we have -- and15

in the memo, high, medium, and low.  We did not always16

have low.  I'm not sure we always had medium.  We17

always had high.  The desire was that we were complete18

in identifying the things that we understood were19

high, but we certainly did not try to identify all of20

the low items.  That would have been an enormous list.21

But what we do identify -- what are the22

high risk significant items?  It might be -- we said,23

well, you know, people might have thought this was24

high; we have it as low or medium.  As it was25
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instructive, we included some of those items that we1

thought would be useful.  But neither medium or low2

were categories that we tried to be complete.  We3

tried to be complete for the high.4

I think we got a lot of processes.  But,5

clearly, if you wanted to populate the low risk6

significance, you could end up with a very large list.7

And for this particular slide -- this is8

flow paths in the unsaturated zone above the9

repository.  You can see there, as Bob indicated, we10

have no high risk significant items.  We have seepage11

into drifts, and one might say, well, gee, in our TPA12

code without seepage we have zero releases.  Why13

shouldn't seepage be more important?14

But part of this relates to how variable15

the seepage is, and how much uncertainty is there in16

that seepage?  And it also is affecting -- the release17

of neptunium is primarily one of the big factors.  It18

also affects water.  But there's other things it's19

affecting, not necessarily a direct effect on the20

dose.  21

There's other things that have to happen22

for neptunium to be -- once again, there's a nuclide23

that in long-term doses is very important, but there24

are -- there's the waste package, there's the release25
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rate, there's solubility limits, and there's1

retardation in the alluvium.  So it's very difficult2

for something that is a secondary effect to neptunium.3

You need so many other things, and that's part of the4

reason why it's not a high, it's a medium.5

If I go to the quantity and chemistry of6

water contacting the waste package, there were a7

number of items that high risk significance -- what8

gets you into high risk significance for the waste9

package?  We're looking for a process that could10

affect a large number of the waste containers.  Okay?11

And certainly the near-field chemistry,12

the brine chemistries, the temperatures at which these13

develop, all have a significant effect on a large14

number of waste containers.  And so that's why these15

particular processes ended up in the high risk16

significant area.17

In terms of degradation of engineered18

barriers, high risk significance, the passive film on19

the surface of the waste package is one of those20

processes that results in you having a very low21

corrosion rate for the waste package.  Not surprising22

that that's high risk significance.  23

But as I mentioned before, you need to24

effect a large number of waste containers.  You see25
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down at the bottom here we have juvenile failures as1

low risk significance.  I might look at my TPA2

results.  We have no failed containers, except for3

juvenile failures, in the first 10,000 years.  The4

only releases we get are from juvenile failures.5

One might say, well, gee, that's the only6

release you're getting.  That should be high risk7

significance.  Well, no.  It's failing for -- in our8

particular code, on average 40 waste packages.  You9

don't get high risk significance from a limited number10

of waste packages. 11

And even though that's the single -- for12

the nominal case, the single contributor for releases,13

it actually ended up low, because you really can't14

generate a large risk from a limited number of waste15

packages.  And that's kind of the sense -- in looking16

at the processes, you're looking at things that can17

affect a large number of waste packages.  18

In terms of mechanical disruption of19

engineered barriers, earlier, Dr. Garrick, you asked20

the question, were there any things -- has anything21

changed?  Here's one.  Two years ago rock fall would22

have been low risk significance.  23

There's a lot of uncertainty in this, and24

that's another thing about -- I'd say, in general, the25
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high risk significant things tend to have a lot more1

uncertainty.  But there's -- DOE has been looking at2

rock fall.  There's been some separate analyses by the3

Center that suggest that we need to look at the4

potential for the degradation of the drifts, effecting5

a large number of waste packages.6

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  But on the rock7

fall, you're still talking about things that would8

enhance the onset of stress corrosion, for example,9

more than you are mechanical failure of --10

MR. McCARTIN:  No, this would be11

mechanical failure.12

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  This is --13

MR. McCARTIN:  It would be, yes, rupturing14

the waste package.15

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  I'm very surprised16

at that.17

MR. McCARTIN:  There is a lot of18

uncertainty, and I would be the first to admit on that19

one.  But in terms of something we need to look at20

that has the potential for risk significance, because21

there's a possibility of a large number of failures of22

the waste package --23

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  I can certainly24

see how it would affect the corrosion model.25
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MR. McCARTIN:  No, this is actual1

mechanical damage to the waste package, such that2

the --3

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  So that --4

MR. McCARTIN:  -- would be breached.5

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  So it depends upon6

the size of the blocks coming down --7

MR. McCARTIN:  Well, this is static load.8

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Oh, static load.9

MR. McCARTIN:  This is static.  The10

dynamic actually still remains to be low risk11

significance in that.  But this is as the drift12

degrades, and you get sort of a chimneying effect of13

the rock load builds up, and, like I said, there's a14

lot of uncertainty assumptions.15

We're looking at it.  For now, it's one16

that we believe needs closer attention.  This is one17

of those that we expect to do further analyses.  Right18

now we have it high because of the potential for19

effecting a large number of waste containers.  As we20

do further analyses, as the Department looks at things21

further, it may change, but --22

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Tim, isn't really the23

thing we're sort of talking here is, that doesn't mean24

that it has a real significance.  This is your list of25
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what has potential to have significance, is that1

right?2

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes, I think that's a --3

yes.  Some things have more uncertainty to them than4

others.  This is one that I think you'll see we need5

to do further analyses to better understand the6

process.  But for now, we put it as a high risk7

significance, yes.8

MEMBER RYAN:  Just to move your thought9

process along a little bit, if, for example, something10

on static loads, the uncertainty set is very high, if11

you reduce the uncertainty, it may actually change its12

risk significance category by that reduction.13

MR. McCARTIN:  Absolutely.14

MEMBER RYAN:  Similarly, if something15

becomes less certain, or you have another analysis16

that gives you some other insight, it may move from17

medium to high risk.18

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.19

MEMBER RYAN:  So it's a very dynamic20

process.21

MR. McCARTIN:  Absolutely.22

MEMBER RYAN:  Okay.23

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes, yes.  This is an24

evolving kind of effort.  We look on it as a very25
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useful vehicle among the staff to have discussions in,1

well, what kinds of analyses can we do to better2

understand certain things?  And that's a good example,3

I think, of one.4

MEMBER RYAN:  I think the key for me, Tim,5

is that it's a systematic way to do it, that you6

can --7

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.8

MEMBER RYAN:  -- you know, if you want to9

lay out a line of reasoning, and somebody else wants10

to duplicate it, they can --11

MR. McCARTIN:  Right. and --12

MEMBER RYAN:  -- see how you got there.13

It's not a matter of conversation.  It's a matter of14

analytical trends.15

MR. McCARTIN:  Right.  And for the memo16

that went to the Commission, obviously we did not17

reference any analyses or provide any curves.  That18

October report -- and I hate to get your expectations19

up too high, but I will set myself up that way.  The20

desire is, for all of these we will have some21

analyses, some references to support why it's there.22

And I think, once again, that's the23

process of continuing the discussions.  I think it24

will be useful in potential exchanges with the25
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Department.  Some of the analyses we'll point to are1

the Department's analyses.2

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  So it struck several3

of us just looking at this particular slide that we4

would now also rate backfill as high risk5

significance?6

MR. McCARTIN:  If that remained there, and7

backfill would eliminate that process, it would be8

important.  I mean, that would be one thing, if --9

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Backfill could10

create the process by creating large static loads11

on --12

MR. McCARTIN:  No, no, no.  No, no.  In13

that the reason the static load builds up, the rock --14

the drift is degrading, filling up the void space15

that's there, because there is no backfill.  If you16

had backfill, there wouldn't be as much void space.17

It goes away.18

MEMBER RYAN:  If you have backfill, don't19

you have a static load?20

MR. McCARTIN:  Not like -- to the extent21

of this.  Yes.  I mean, there's no suggestion -- I22

mean, be aware -- and I don't know if the Center wants23

to chime in on this one.  But, in general, you're24

looking at a static load on the order of tens to 5025
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meters of rock above it to cause -- damage the waste1

package.  2

The waste package isn't going to cause any3

damage, and it just -- it's the nature of how -- not4

going into too much detail, but the bulking factor --5

when rock falls, how much space does it take up?  And6

it has to keep on taking up more space until it fills7

up that void space.8

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  But isn't it --9

can't there be a cumulative effect on backfill that10

has the same phenomenon -- from the same phenomenon?11

MR. McCARTIN:  You don't have the -- well,12

it will -- it could degrade to an extent, but you13

don't have as much void space, because you've filled14

it up with backfill.  You're starting with much lower15

-- a much lower empty space.16

MEMBER LEVENSON:  But you're not moving17

stuff in from outside someplace.  And if it's a18

chimney effect, it just moves on up.  The19

disintegration of the rock above it -- we're not20

talking about a dynamic load, so it isn't how far it21

falls.22

MR. McCARTIN:  Right.  It's --23

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Even if you only had an24

inch at the top, the first big blocks of rock would25
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come loose and only settle an inch, and it still goes1

up and you get the same amount of disintegration.2

MR. McCARTIN:  Well, think of it this way,3

the -- let's say you have five cubic meters of void4

space above a waste package.  And I'm just making up5

numbers.  Don't hold me -- I'm just doing it off the6

top of my head.7

And if a cubic meter of rock falls -- and8

it takes up five percent more space after it falls, so9

now you have 1.05 cubic meters of rock that has fallen10

on the waste package.  But you also have created11

another -- a cubic meter hole.  So you've only taken12

up .05 cubic meters of that potential five.  You keep13

going up until you -- that void space is eliminated.14

It adds up quite a bit.  There is a lot of15

uncertainty, and it's being looked at to say the16

potential has -- there's a potential for effect on a17

large number of waste containers, and that's why it's18

there.19

To be continued.  I mean, the analyses are20

there.  That's the benefit is the analyses -- you're21

identifying what your assumptions are, the analyses22

you're doing, and other people can weigh in on the23

basis.  24

And I don't know if the -- I mean, I'm not25
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the mining engineer expert on this, and I don't know1

if anyone here or at the Center wants to add anything.2

Raj?3

THE CENTER:  This is the Center.  We don't4

have the staff here to add anything.5

MR. McCARTIN:  Okay.6

MR. NATARAJA:  Let me just -- this is Raj7

Nataraja.  I would like to add a clarification here.8

The question of the static load has been examined only9

to the extent that has an effect on the drip shield.10

We have not yet done the analysis on the waste11

package.  That's number one.12

And, number two, we believe that if the --13

the current design of the drip shields is such that --14

at least the one that we analyzed is such that it15

would buckle under the anticipated static loading.16

And that will cause the load to be transferred onto17

the waste package.18

We haven't come to that level yet, and we19

have not gone to the actual analysis of the impact on20

the waste package itself.  It may or may not have an21

impact.  That is something that we are going to22

continue to analyze.23

The second point about the issue of24

backfill -- if you have backfill, the process of25
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degradation would not start at all, and that's how you1

would prevent the static load from impacting on the2

drip shield and not transferring the load further onto3

the waste package.4

So the degradation process has to start,5

and then continue with time.  It'll take hundreds of6

years, we believe maybe even a thousand years.  7

So as Tim pointed out, there are lots of8

assumptions and lots of uncertainties in the analyses.9

But the fundamental issue is that based on some of the10

analyses, DOE has already changed some of the designs11

for the drip shield and strengthened some of those12

components.  So the new design is stronger, and,13

therefore, may not buckle under some of the14

anticipated loads.15

So there's a lot more to be done.  We have16

considered this as one of the topics that we would17

like to report to the committee on in one of the18

future meetings.19

MR. McCARTIN:  Although I will say, Raj,20

for this to get high risk significance there was an21

assumption that there would be damage to the waste22

package.  I mean, if -- right, potential damage.23

Because if it was just the drip shield, that never24

would have been high.25
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VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  So that's an1

example of something that really has a large amount of2

uncertainty associated with it.3

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.  And it's relatively4

new, but it is changed from, say, a year ago.5

In terms of radionuclide release rates and6

solubility limits, dissolution of the waste form is7

high risk significance.  You'll see performance of8

zircaloy cladding.  That's really in looking at DOE's9

TSPA.  As you know, we don't take credit for cladding10

in ours, but looking at -- there is a potential there11

for the zircaloy in the DOE TSPA.  And so that's an12

example of looking broader than our own performance13

assessment.14

Also, you'll see down here criticality,15

probability, and consequences.  Low risk significance.16

If I look at radionuclide transport in the17

unsaturated zone, once again, there's no high risk18

significance.  There is the potential for neptunium.19

Once again, neptunium shows up quite a bit, and that's20

-- in general, iodine technetium, they may get to21

receptor locations first. 22

But as you've seen in some of our analyses23

we've done previously, iodine and technetium are24

extremely inventory-limited.  Actually, the neptunium25
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-- you'll see things come in risk significance -- not1

high, but medium -- because of its potential impact on2

neptunium.  That generally larger doses, the potential3

for them to occur are really due to the neptunium and4

not due to iodine and technetium.5

Also, the saturated zone -- once again,6

we're looking at the flow distance through the7

alluvium as medium risk significance.  None for the8

high risk significance.9

And I had these two slides here, both the10

unsaturated zone and the saturated zone flow system.11

And Bob was right that there's -- we have no high risk12

significance there.  This is one of those areas -- and13

I'll go back to some of the comments the committee14

raised in terms of, are you doing realistic analysis?15

We struggle sometimes with the unsaturated zone and16

saturated zone not being high.  And they don't appear17

significant in our analyses.18

A question there that we're asking19

ourselves and thinking about -- I don't know if20

there's much we can do at this time, because of the21

complications.  But is it due to the simplicity of our22

model that actually if we had a more sophisticated23

saturated zone model, would the saturated zone flow24

properties show up as more significant?25
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As you know, we have a simple pipe model.1

It's a pipe model that goes right to the group --2

very, very simple.  If we included more heterogeneity3

-- and as everyone knows, saturated zone modeling, you4

can get very sophisticated, very intensive, three-5

dimensional calculations.  6

But here's one of those situations where7

-- and this is where I think the discussions and the8

dialogue are useful is that the approach you have in9

your PA code is showing that it's not that10

significant.  But actually, if you got more11

sophisticated in your analysis, it might have more12

significance.  And it's just the depiction we have in13

our TPA code is very simple.14

But you can get a sense of some of the15

discussions that you don't want to rely merely on your16

results.  You have to think through looking at the17

abstraction you've used, etcetera, and there could be18

-- maybe we'll do some three-dimensional saturated19

zone modeling to get a better sense of how simplistic20

this is.21

And I know, Dr. Hornberger, you brought up22

the last time -- we assume the pumping well intercepts23

all of the radionuclides.  Well, it's pretty hard to24

do in reality.  One might look at Superfund sites and25
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the pump and treat.  It takes a lot of cycles to get1

contaminants out of the ground.  We assume that we're2

100 percent effective.3

But there is -- now, the question is, what4

do you do, and how much resources do you want to spend5

in doing that?  But those discussions -- it's all part6

of the thinking process in terms of identifying things7

and their significance.8

Well, as I've talked about the transport9

in the saturated zone, retardation of neptunium in the10

alluvium, it's one of those things that we rarely see11

any doses in the first 10,000 years due to neptunium12

in our base case.  It's all iodine technetium.13

But when you look at what's going on,14

neptunium is one of those nuclides that has the15

potential to cause significant dose.  The fact that16

we've -- it's delayed beyond 10,000 years.  But if the17

solubility limit changed, if you had more containers18

failing, a little less retardation, what might happen19

-- it's one of those things, you are counting on20

things keeping neptunium beyond 10,000 years.  21

Not surprisingly, low risk significance22

things like iodine technetium that really have very23

little retardation are not risk significant.  24

Volcanic disruption of the waste packages25
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-- well, probability we had as high risk significance.1

Some might be surprised, the interaction of the2

conduit and the repository, some of the different3

scenarios possible for how many packages might be4

disruptive.  It was only medium risk significance.5

It might change, potentially not changing6

that much.  It might be a lower probability, so we had7

medium risk significance.  But the probability itself8

was the most important for this abstraction.9

MEMBER LEVENSON:  But, Tim, in this case,10

you're only looking at the probability.  You haven't11

gone back and looked at whether the consequences might12

be off by a couple orders of magnitude, which would13

change it from what its significance really is.14

Because it doesn't get its significance from15

probability; it gets its significance from16

consequences.17

MR. McCARTIN:  Absolutely.  And we are18

doing additional analyses with respect to the19

consequences, and that's absolutely correct.  We're20

trying to refine some of those calculations.21

And I didn't show it -- it's in a backup22

slide -- but we do have, in terms of how much ash is23

in an eruption, and the mass loading, how much of the24

radionuclides are resuspended in the dust levels, are25
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aspects of the consequence calculation that are high1

risk significance that, you're right, we are looking2

at some of those assumptions and modeling aspects.3

yes.4

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Do we have data -- you5

know, there's been a few hundred above-ground nuclear6

bombs detonated not very far from here.  And there is7

-- these were all done under conditions where there8

was a lot of data collection.9

Do we have data on how efficient10

resuspension really is as compared to what a computer11

says it might be?12

MR. McCARTIN:  Well, generally, we've13

looked more at analog volcanoes rather than -- the14

bomb blasts put up a limited amount of dust, I assume,15

although I'm not an expert on that.  But I know Britt16

Hill at the Center went and they did some mass loading17

measurements at some -- was it -- and I don't if John18

Trapp -- was it Cerro Negro or -- Cerro Negro.19

And so there has been some attempt to look20

at what we'll loosely call representative volcanoes to21

get a better sense.22

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Just out of curiosity,23

how do you measure resuspension of volcano ash, when24

you don't have a tracer like with the radioactive25
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materials?  We're not talking --1

MR. McCARTIN:  Just the dust level.  It2

would be the dust level, and then there's an3

assumption --4

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Yes, yes, yes.  But if5

you --6

MR. McCARTIN:  There's assumption of how7

much of the radionuclides are entrained in the ash.8

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Yes.  But from the TSPA,9

that original dose is not significant.  The major10

significant contributor to dose arises just from11

resuspension, and that's why I raised the question.12

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.  The dust level --13

MEMBER LEVENSON:  The volcano is perfectly14

good for initial, but that does not appear to be the15

major dose.  Major dose significance seems to come16

from resuspended material.17

MR. McCARTIN:  Absolutely.  Yes.  There is18

a couple of models we have in the TPA code for the19

dust level, and there's a decay with time to account20

for the dust level -- would be the highest the year of21

the event.  But we do look for like an annual average,22

and it is sensitive to that value, and we are looking23

at dust levels for things and dust levels in the24

Nevada area, etcetera.25
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Yes?1

MEMBER RYAN:  Tim, is that one high risk2

because resuspension is so uncertain?  Resuspension in3

the respirable range varies over orders of magnitude4

from any given, you know, dust loading on a particular5

area.  So --6

MR. McCARTIN:  Sure.  Well --7

MEMBER RYAN:  -- is that the driver, or is8

it something else?9

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.  The dust level is the10

-- as far as in all the calculations I've looked at is11

the primary driver for the dose.  Now, there is a fair12

amount of uncertainty.13

MEMBER RYAN:  Four orders of magnitude.14

MR. McCARTIN:  Well, and also it --15

remember, it's -- there's a change versus time.  It's16

a time-dependent thing versus immediately after the17

event over time it changes and --18

MEMBER RYAN:  No, let's take the event out19

of it just for --20

MR. McCARTIN:  Okay.21

MEMBER RYAN:  -- the fun of it.22

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.23

MEMBER RYAN:  And then look at what24

happens once you get the initial passage and the dust25
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settles out.  Resuspension and inhalation of1

resuspension will vary four orders of magnitude based2

on how you assume things like, you know, water vapor3

and other --4

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.5

MEMBER RYAN:  -- dust settling on top of6

the dust you're interested in, and all of those kinds7

of things.8

MR. McCARTIN:  Right.9

MEMBER RYAN:  I mean, there's a lot of10

variables there.11

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.  Yes.  It's very12

uncertain.  But I'll say, once again, the Center has13

been looking at representative volcanoes or ash14

deposits.  I shouldn't say volcanoes.  Ash deposits --15

to try to get a sense of what the dust levels might16

be, but it is very uncertain.  Absolutely.  That's17

part of the significance.18

MEMBER RYAN:  And I have no argument with19

it being high risk until you resolve that uncertainty.20

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.21

MEMBER RYAN:  But once you recognize it's22

the uncertainty that's driving the bus rather than the23

actual event itself, then you can turn your attention24

to, how do you reduce the uncertainty?  25
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MR. McCARTIN:  Right.  And that's exactly1

what -- I'm sort of excited about this memo.  Even2

though we wrote the conclusions today, as we tie the3

quantitative analysis, why did we say, say, mass4

loading?  And we give you guys, and others, here's the5

model -- a brief explanation of the model and the TPA6

code, the parameter range, and you'll see the range of7

uncertainty, etcetera.8

And that I think is a way to continue the9

dialogue in a more quantitative sense.  I mean, I10

realize that today it's more qualitative, but the11

desire is for everything we've put down here we have12

a quantitative basis for what we've said.  13

And that is where I think the -- we can14

really make some progress on people saying, "Well,15

that doesn't make any sense at all."  If you do this,16

this -- you know, or, yes, that looks about right.17

And I think the discussions with that October18

deliverable, where we can tie it and give you a sense19

of the uncertainty we have --20

MEMBER RYAN:  Sure.21

MR. McCARTIN:  -- over time with mass22

loading.23

MEMBER RYAN:  Well, I mean, to me -- I24

mean, it's my own view, but ultimately that leads to25
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confidence.1

MR. McCARTIN:  Sure.2

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Tim, if it turned3

out that the probability of future igneous events was4

smaller than 10-8, would it be on there?5

MR. McCARTIN:  No.6

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  So does that7

suggest that 10-8 is kind of your threshold for the8

likelihood of an event to be in the high risk9

category?10

MR. McCARTIN:  Well, it didn't -- as Mike11

indicated, it didn't get into that category.  I mean,12

it's primarily because of the consequences, or, as13

Milt was saying, I mean, if it was -- if the14

probability was less than 10-8, it's screened out.15

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Yes, I know.16

That's why I'm --17

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.18

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  -- raising the19

question.  Yes.20

MR. McCARTIN:  But it's the -- yes, I21

mean, right now the probability is -- appears to be22

above 10-8.  And so it's an event that needs to be23

considered.  When it occurs, the consequences are high24

enough.  Even with probability weighting, it's on the25
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order of a millirem or so, and it needs to be factored1

into the analysis.2

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Yes.  Okay.  I was3

just curious if this had any influence on helping you4

establish thresholds for high risk events.5

MR. McCARTIN:  No.  No.6

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Okay.7

MR. McCARTIN:  I can talk risk all day, of8

course.  But the next three slides are just summaries9

of all of the ones, and I guess it -- I would prefer10

to skip these three.  They're there for completeness11

of the high risk ones.  And I can go through them12

quickly, but I guess I would prefer that -- just a13

summary and yield to Jim to get to the risk ranking,14

because I think I took as much --  you know, a fair15

amount of time, so --16

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Okay.  Very good.17

We may come back to you if he leaves us any time.18

MEMBER RYAN:  Just one --19

MR. McCARTIN:  Sure.20

MEMBER RYAN:  -- as you pointed out, for21

all of these summaries the devil is really in the22

analytical models that you use to support each one.23

So we'll be looking ahead to that.24

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes, absolutely.  And we25
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certainly -- like I said, the desire is to have a1

quantitative basis for all of -- not just the high --2

MEMBER RYAN:  Right.3

MR. McCARTIN:  -- but the mediums and4

lows, yes.5

MR. DANNA:  Can everybody hear me?6

Thanks.  As Tim said, Tim discussed the7

risk insights baseline and its relationship to8

performance assessment and the quantitative analysis.9

What I'll do is I'll discuss the application of that10

baseline to the rating of the risk significance of the11

293 agreements.12

You'll recall that risk ranking the13

agreements was the focus of the first risk insights14

initiative.  We presented the preliminary results of15

that first exercise to the committee in April of last16

year.  That first exercise attempted to risk rank the17

agreements individually, without an integrated system-18

level understanding of the risk significant issues of19

the system.20

While that was considered to be a21

successful communication exercise, it was recommended22

that we repeat the exercise with more of a23

quantitative basis.  24

So this second risk insights exercise was25
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initiated in October/November of 2002.  The intent1

there was to first develop the risk insights baseline,2

which provided the system perspective for the3

quantitative basis, and then from that derive the risk4

ranking of individual agreements.5

A little background on the Commission's6

SRM.  During the waste arena briefing in March of this7

year, the issue of prioritizing the agreements was8

raised by the Commission, and specifically how that9

prioritization would be related to risk significance.10

The Commission issued a staff requirements11

memorandum on March 19th, and in that SRM they12

requested that the staff provide to them the risk13

significance rank listing of the agreements based on14

the risk insights initiative.15

In that SRM, the Commission also requested16

a ranking of the anticipated staff effort and17

anticipated technical difficulty for the agreements.18

And the Commission asked that these rankings be19

expressed in terms of low, medium, and high.20

Now, to do this, we turned first to the21

risk insights baseline.  We felt that the baseline22

provided the integrated system-level understanding of23

the risk significance of the various technical issues24

associated with the system.  Essentially, as Tim25
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discussed, the baseline we feel is the synthesis of1

what we know based on our experience to date,2

primarily based on performance assessments and other3

supporting calculations.4

We thought that by developing the baseline5

first we'd be able to create the story explaining what6

we know and why we have certain positions on what's7

important and what's not important.  8

We took this integrated approach, as was9

discussed earlier today, because the staff felt that10

the risk significance of individual agreements should11

not be evaluated in isolation without the system-level12

perspective.  And also, that the risk significance of13

an agreement cannot always be evaluated with a14

quantitative risk calculation.15

As Tim discussed, the performance16

assessment staff who participated in developing the17

risk insights took a first cut at rating the18

agreements.  The agreements were grouped in technical19

areas, and individual staff members went through their20

areas of expertise and drew relationships from the21

risk insights baseline that Tim has summarized to the22

individual agreements.23

These ratings were then reviewed by the24

engineering and geosciences staff, in much the same25
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way that the risk insights baseline itself was1

developed.2

Now for the results.  This process led to3

41 of the agreements being rated as high risk4

significance, 92 were rated as medium risk5

significance, and 160 were rated as low risk6

significance.7

Two things to keep in mind.  One, this is8

a broad ranking of risk significance.  It's described9

by ratings of high, medium, or low.  As you mentioned10

earlier, there was no quantitative demarcation point11

between high and medium, medium and -- we didn't feel12

that we -- that that is something that's doable on an13

agreement-by-agreement basis, because of the nature of14

the agreements.  But we, instead, related it back to15

the system perspective.16

To fully understand the rankings for17

individual agreements, one would turn to the risk18

insights baseline for this integrated system19

perspective.  20

First, I'll discuss the high risk21

significant agreements, and then I'll discuss the22

medium and low risk significant agreements.23

The high risk significant agreements are24

specifically related to high risk significant25
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insights.  As with the risk insights, these agreements1

are related to features, events, and processes of the2

system that could affect a large number of waste3

packages.  4

They could significantly affect releases5

from the waste package or could significantly affect6

the transport of radionuclides.  Those are the same7

three points that Tim mentioned in developing the set8

of high risk -- high significant insights.9

Thirty-four of the 41 high risk10

significant agreements were related to the technical11

basis supporting DOE's understanding and12

representation of the post-closure repository in six13

technical areas.  In the next slide I'll summarize14

those six areas.15

The other seven of the high risk16

significant agreements are related to general post-17

closure performance assessment issues considerations,18

and preclosure safety analysis.19

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  So is that saying20

that the 34 -- the primary issue there is uncertainty?21

Because you didn't receive sufficient evidence from22

DOE to consider them going into another level?  So23

is --24

MR. DANNA:  That's both the technical25
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basis and uncertainty that may be related with the1

technical basis.  It would depend on the individual2

agreement.  If the technical basis is not clear, or we3

don't necessarily agree with their technical basis, we4

would ask -- there may be an agreement to ask for more5

information.6

If there's enough uncertainty, we may not7

disagree, but we may feel the level of uncertainty is8

great enough that it warrants additional information.9

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Okay.  So it's10

both an acceptability --11

MR. DANNA:  It's both.12

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  -- of the13

technical basis as well as an uncertainty.14

MR. DANNA:  That's right.  As Dave pointed15

out, the agreements -- they vary greatly in their16

nature.  They cover a lot of different pieces of17

information.  Some get at the technical basis, but18

others resolve uncertainty issues.19

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you.20

MR. DANNA:  I mentioned that 34 of the21

high risk significant agreements were related or could22

be grouped into six post-closure issues.  These are23

the six issues, and we've also included a number of24

agreements within each issue.  And this should match25
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up pretty well with what Tim presented.1

First, there's agreements related to2

corrosion of the drip shield and the waste package,3

including the chemistry of the water contacting the4

drip shield and the waste package.  And there were 185

agreements in that area that we considered to be of6

high risk significance.  Well, no surprise there.7

The second would be the mechanical8

degradation of the drip shield and waste package due9

to long-term degradation of drifts.  That was the10

issue that was discussed earlier regarding the rock11

fall.  And there are actually six agreements that12

address that issue.13

Third would be the effects of in-package14

chemistry and the dissolution of the waste form.  This15

was that second point -- agreements or issues that16

could affect the release of radionuclides from the17

waste form.  We identified four agreements directly18

related to that topic.19

Number four, radionuclide transport in the20

saturated zone.  There were two agreements related to21

that area.  Probability of volcanic disruption of the22

repository, one agreement.  And entrainment and23

transport of radionuclides in volcanic ash, there were24

three agreements.25
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Those are the 34 agreements we considered1

to be of high risk significance related to post-2

closure model abstractions.3

The remaining seven -- of the remaining4

seven, six are related to general PA -- performance5

assessment issues, primarily evaluation of realism and6

conservatism, and the representation of uncertainty in7

their models.  And they are broader issues; they are8

not related to any specific technical area.9

And, finally, the last agreement that we10

considered to be of high risk significance was related11

to preclosure initiating events, specifically the12

consideration of aircraft crashes.13

I'll just note that of those 41 high risk14

significant agreements, four are already completed,15

and six are in review.16

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Are either of you17

prepared to go out on a limb and say which of the 4118

you are most concerned about?19

(Laughter.)20

MR. DANNA:  That's the high and higher,21

highest --22

(Laughter.)23

Tim, are you prepared to go out on a limb?24

No?  I think at this point we had -- we felt we had25
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enough information to provide the information that the1

Commission was asking for in terms of high, medium, or2

low.3

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Yes.  I wasn't4

meaning the top one, but maybe the top three or four5

to give you a partial way out.6

(Laughter.)7

I'm in a position --8

MR. McCARTIN:  Not to duck things --9

generally, I think we would look at the corrosion of10

the waste package, where there's 18 agreements.  You11

know, as a group, that's probably the one that comes12

out the most significant.13

MR. DANNA:  Moving on to the medium and14

low risk significance agreements, these are generally15

related to information that's supportive of the high16

risk significant agreements.  Let's say related maybe17

not primarily but secondary, or they may be related to18

less risk significant features, events, and processes.19

Or they are needed to provide baseline information for20

the repository system.21

Ninety-two medium risk significant22

agreements, requested information expected to have23

some influence on risk estimates.  Tim pointed that24

out in his presentation.  They need to support high25
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risk significant agreements, as I mentioned -- and1

they may address the area of significant uncertainty.2

The low risk significant agreements, of3

which there were 160, while they requested information4

that may have little effect on the risk estimates, we5

feel that they're still necessary to provide more6

routine baseline information of the site.  And we want7

to emphasize here that even though this information8

may not be considered of high risk significance, we9

feel it's still necessary and fundamental to10

supporting an adequate understanding of the repository11

system.12

We don't equate low risk significance with13

not being necessary.  And I think DOE mentioned they14

do have every intent of providing information to15

address all of the agreements.16

Now, I just want to, in the few remaining17

slides, discuss the next steps.  The path forward for18

completing the risk insights initiative -- as you all19

know, we provided the risk insights baseline, the20

ranking of the agreements, to the Commission on21

June 5th.  Andy mentioned that we consider this to be22

executive summary.  23

We're here today briefing you on our24

status and progress of this task, and we look forward25
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to your feedback, so that we can incorporate any areas1

that you have into the final report.2

We hope to complete the final report by3

October, and this draft insight -- risk insights4

report would include the baseline, but also, more5

importantly, the documentation of the supporting6

quantitative information for the risk insights that7

Tim summarized.8

We'll also include in that report the9

ranking of the agreements.  And while we provided that10

to the Commission in June, we may find as we move11

towards October, we may have to make some minor12

modifications.13

In parallel with completing this report,14

we intend to incorporate what we have found.  We'll15

incorporate these risk insights into the -- our16

prelicensing issue resolution activities, specifically17

moving towards completion of the agreements.18

How can we do this?  We can do this in19

several ways.  One, we can use the risk insights to20

guide the level of steadfast effort that should be21

expended in reviewing the particular agreements.  We22

can also use it to guide our need for additional23

information requests from DOE.  And, third, in terms24

of scheduling, receipt of agreements, and prioritizing25
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our reviews, we can use this to determine when1

multiple agreements come in where we should focus our2

resources.3

Additionally, we think we can use the risk4

insights baseline to identify areas for discussion5

with DOE in terms of prelicensing interactions,6

technical exchanges, as I said, requests for7

additional information, but also looking at and8

evaluating their schedule for completing the9

agreements.10

One of the concerns the Commission had was11

that the most important agreements, those of highest12

risk significance, would be bunched to the end, and we13

wouldn't have time to incorporate that.  So while we14

don't have control over that process, we'll certainly15

look at how those agreements would be received over16

the next year and see how things might line up to17

avoid any kind of train wreck.18

In a broader sense, we think the risk19

insights baseline is important, not just for this20

exercise of ranking the agreements, but we think it21

has a more fundamental importance throughout the22

prelicensing and licensing process.  During23

prelicensing issue resolution, as I stated, it can24

guide us in our agreement closure activities, and in25
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requesting additional information, and in guiding1

exchanges with DOE.2

But beyond prelicensing, we feel that this3

is a useful tool in communicating our understanding of4

the repository system -- what's important, what's not5

important, or what's less important, I should say --6

communicating that both internally and externally.7

And also, we think this is a first step in8

providing a useful basis for conducting the risk-9

informed license application review as described in10

the Yucca Mountain review plan.11

Finally, in closing, first, we'd like to12

thank you for this opportunity to discuss our status13

and progress with you, and we look forward to your14

comments, to incorporate those into our October15

report.  16

And I want to reemphasize two important17

points.  One is that the risk insights baseline is18

intended to be a reference point for both prelicensing19

and post-licensing activities.  But also, that as20

analyses are conducted and new information becomes21

available, it's our intent to revisit and revise and22

update these insights, that this is not a static23

process but it's a dynamic set of insights that will24

change as technical information and quantitative25
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analysis become available.1

And with that, thank you for your time2

this afternoon.3

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you.4

Comments from the committee?  George?5

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Tim used the6

metaphor that this is in some ways like writing your7

conclusion of your mystery novel before you write the8

novel.  And, of course, that then leads to the9

question of whether or not this puts pressure on you10

to suppress any evidence that the butler was indeed11

innocent.12

(Laughter.)13

MR. DANNA:  No.  In fact, we -- that's why14

we emphasized -- we fully recognize this will evolve.15

And while we provided this to the Commission in June,16

I think in that letter we state that this may change.17

This is not the last word.18

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.  This was not intended19

to be a self-fulfilling promise.  As we go through the20

analyses, if things change, they change.  And we were21

careful to point out to the Commission that, you know,22

this is -- you've got a snapshot right today of what23

our thinking is.  As it evolves, we would expect that24

if things change drastically we would go back to the25
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Commission and let them know, and let other1

stakeholders know that.2

But it -- you know, the biggest thing, I3

mean, information continues to come in from DOE.  We4

continue to -- as you know, the TPA 5.0 code is --5

soon will be ready to use.  We're going to get6

additional insights.  7

Some of the things -- and I guess I'll8

point to -- one of the items I didn't point out, but9

the failure mode of the degradation of the waste10

package is something we do not have in our TPA code.11

We have a model that when it starts to leak, they all12

leak the same.  It doesn't matter whether it was a13

juvenile failure, which is a little stress corrosion14

crack on a weld, or a big corrosion hole, or a big15

rock going through it.  They all leak the same.16

And we thought, you know, we probably --17

we're looking at revising that, that there should be18

-- gee, early on, if it's just juvenile failures,19

these little cracks, it should have a different water20

inflow mode than others.  So there's things like that21

that are going to continue to come into the code, and22

we'll see how -- whether it's a big impact or not.23

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  The other thing that24

I'm curious about is making a link to the25
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presentations we heard this morning.  So, in fact, now1

what you've done is risk ranked the individual 2932

agreements.  How do you see this playing out with3

integrated or bundled -- or whatever the term we're4

going to use is -- agreements?5

MR. DANNA:  Well, I think -- not knowing6

too much about the bundling, but the bundling -- a7

particular bundle would include both high, medium, and8

low risk agreements, depending on the area.  What I9

don't think we saw was the rank of individual10

agreements.11

I think we took a different approach when12

we started from the big picture, identified what was13

important, and then bundled agreements or ranked14

agreements in that way.15

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Milt?16

MEMBER LEVENSON:  Yes.  As is sometimes17

the case, I get hung up on a word.  I think we all18

understand --19

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Usually it's20

"risk."21

(Laughter.)22

MEMBER LEVENSON:  I think we all23

understand, and may have been the ones that originally24

encouraged this activity, to look at what are the25
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potential high, medium, and low risks, as a way to1

focus resources, to make sure what you look at.2

What somehow has disappeared from all of3

the slides is that word that all of these are4

potential.  This is a -- I mean, we don't understand5

that -- this is a public meeting and a public record.6

And I think we need to make it clear that, in fact,7

that's all they are.  8

If you delete the word "potential," and9

you say you know what is the high, medium, and low,10

then why are you asking for more information?  I mean,11

the whole reason for doing the analysis and getting12

more information is to determine which of these, in13

reality, may be a high risk.  14

There may be some things that you had15

listed as a low risk that when you get the rest of the16

information and do the analysis you're going to move17

them up.  And so I -- you know, it's not an important18

word for communication with us, because we understand19

and we know.  But it seems to me that for the public20

record we really need to clarify that this is at a21

point in time, this is a potential rating to help22

guide priorities and focus.23

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you.24

Mike?25
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MEMBER RYAN:  My caution is along the same1

lines.  First of all, I think it's very insightful and2

systematic in its nature, and that's very positive3

because, again, you can communicate from one analyst4

to another I think a lot more effectively when you5

have a tool that's useful.6

But like Milt, you know, often we talk7

about projected doses, and we drop projected -- and we8

talk about doses as if they're actual and real.  So I9

second the caution that we need to make sure we don't10

drop our modifiers.  11

And when we're -- you know, and I think in12

a good way getting excited about a particular issue13

and evaluating it, we have to recognize that it's not14

a guaranteed event or a happening.  But it's just15

something to evaluate because of a potential that you16

continue to carry that forward.  But other than that,17

it looks real good.18

I guess maybe it's a question to you,19

John.  Are we going to get another -- or to you, Tim.20

Are we going to get a chance to look at a draft of21

your report before it's turned in in October, or22

what's -- how does that play out in your view?23

MR. McCARTIN:  Well, I guess I hadn't24

really thought about it.  But --25
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MEMBER RYAN:  We're hearing your update,1

but like we agreed that the numerical details of -- of2

the assessment are probably what are really very3

interesting to us.4

MR. McCARTIN:  Sure.  Yes.5

MEMBER RYAN:  So maybe it's looking at6

that part of it again.  I don't know.  I'm just7

asking, is that possible, or we should do that, or --8

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  I think that would9

be very good, if we could get access to it.10

MR. CAMPBELL:  As we develop this report,11

we'll look for the appropriate opportunity to where it12

has come together enough that it's useful to the13

committee to be able to see all of the elements there14

in the report.  If we give it to you too early,15

obviously, then it's -- you're commenting on something16

that's in flux.17

MEMBER RYAN:  Right.  18

MR. CAMPBELL:  But we'll look for an19

appropriate opportunity to provide that report to you.20

MEMBER RYAN:  And I guess I say that in21

responding to the question of, you know, getting our22

feedback is really looking at the report rather than23

just the final chapter, knowing the middle chapters24

are still in progress would be -- probably be a good25
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place for us to be.1

MEMBER LEVENSON:  And I'd like to add2

something to my comment.  Tim, I hope you appreciate3

that the reason -- one of the reasons for my comment4

is I think this work is very good, and that people are5

going to be referring to it.  And, therefore, it's6

more important that the public record make clear what7

it is.8

MR. McCARTIN:  Absolutely.  The point is9

well taken.  And it's a useful -- it comes at the10

right time, because, obviously, as -- as we're11

starting to write chapters or write sections and12

provide -- it's good to give that context.  You're13

absolutely right.  And these are potential estimates14

of risk significance, yes.15

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Tim, there's one16

-- you spoke earlier about getting some feedback from17

the committee, and I think you've gotten some18

excellent ideas.  And I have one that I may not19

articulate very well, but it is something that I think20

would bring a lot more credibility to the claim that21

these rankings are really risk-informed.22

And as I read your summary document, your23

baseline risk summary document, the summaries were24

excellent.  You outlined the issue, and then you25
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discussed the issue.  But what was missing was that1

each issue was kind of discussed in a stand-alone2

isolated sense.  3

And I'm still struggling with the issue of4

linkage to the one thing that is the best supporting5

evidence you have of context -- namely, your risk6

assessment.  And that is not really addressed in these7

summaries.  8

For example, if I look at a risk9

assessment as a structured set of scenarios, and I10

want to -- and I'm told that the degradation of the11

engineered barrier system is a high risk issue, then12

what I'm looking for in the structured set of13

scenarios is how often the degradation of the14

engineered barrier system appears as an event.15

And that gives me some real evidence that16

these guys know what they're talking about, because17

it's very much tightly anchored to the one analysis18

that they did that is for the purpose of providing19

context.  20

And I think that if there's any way you21

could introduce more connections with your risk22

assessment, with your TPA, I think it would add a lot,23

especially now that you're in the domain of trying to24

importance rank, which I agree with all of the members25
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that this is -- this is very valuable work.  This1

brings clarity and insight to the process that, you2

know, we haven't had before.  But I do think there is3

something missing here.4

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes.  Yes.  That's a good5

comment, and it's -- as you know, I think for the past6

year or so we've been coming to you with some of work7

right on our cutting edge.8

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Right.9

MR. McCARTIN:  Yes, it's something to10

think about, and --11

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  It all relates to12

the cross-cutting and integration that is -- goes on13

here, and that you eventually want to get out of your14

performance assessment.15

MR. McCARTIN:  Right.  And you're right,16

that's -- it's something to think -- you're right.17

That tie to the linkage through is not there, and,18

yes, we need to work on that.  Yes, that's useful.19

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  I think earlier in20

the day we had somebody in the audience that wanted to21

make a comment.  And I think we'll ask them to22

announce their name and affiliation and give us their23

comment.24

MR. MALSCH:  Yes.  Actually, I just had25
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two questions.  I'm Marty Malsch.  I'm with the law1

firm of Eagan, Fitzpatrick, and Malsch.  We represent2

the State of Nevada on Yucca Mountain related matters.3

I have two questions, one to the NRC staff4

and one to DOE.  And the one to NRC staff is as5

follows.  I can understand how a risk ranking of the6

KTIs would be useful in prioritizing staff resources.7

But lurking behind the scenes here, I infer also the8

concept that a risk ranking of the KTIs could dictate9

the contents of an eventual license application.10

And so my question to the staff is:  what11

staff interest in public health and safety is served12

if a risk ranking of the KTIs leads to an application13

which is less complete in terms of issue resolution14

than it might otherwise be?  15

And I ask that question because, although16

ordinarily it would make no difference whether a17

matter is resolved in the preapplication phase or18

afterwards, in this case, once an application is19

accepted for docketing, the staff review will be under20

a statutory time deadline, in which case if there are21

surprises and things which are -- were believed to be22

of a low significance turn out to be high23

significance, now they have to be resolved during a24

strict time deadline.25
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And so it would seem to me it would be in1

the staff's interest to have an application which is2

more complete than not.  And so I wonder what staff3

interest would be served in that event if the KTI4

priority rankings are used to encourage DOE to file a5

less than complete license application.6

That was my question to the staff.7

My question to DOE is this:  it occurred8

to me that if DOE is using its TSPA to risk rank9

questions about the essential validity of the TSPA,10

that is assuming some essential validity in the TSPA11

itself, and so that prompts my question whether using12

a TSPA to risk rank questions about the TSPA isn't13

engaging in some sort of circular reasoning.14

Thank you.15

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  I don't know if16

anybody is here that wants to comment on behalf of the17

NRC.  But if -- they are certainly free to do so, if18

they would like to.19

MR. CAMPBELL:  I'm going to take a stab at20

answering the -- actually, Janet is there, so I'm21

going to defer to Janet.22

MS. SCHLUETER:  Well, I'd like to make a23

couple of comments from a program perspective.  And it24

addresses some of the EPRI comments earlier today, and25
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that is that our position on the importance of the1

agreements has not changed, regardless of the outcome2

of our risk exercises.  3

They're still important.  We still believe4

that regardless of whether they're ranked low, medium,5

or high, they still need to be addressed prior to the6

license application.  And doing so will help ensure7

that the license application is complete.8

I think we all heard this morning that the9

Department of Energy intends to explicitly address all10

of those agreements as part of the grouping effort11

that will take place between now and license12

application.  That's a new effort.  We just received13

that letter last night.  We haven't had the chance to14

digest that information.  We will be doing so.15

We intend to have public interactions with16

the Department of Energy to discuss that.  The risk17

initiative is new.  It's new on the part of the NRC.18

The DOE has just received the staff's response to the19

Commission.  That's dated June 5th.  There is learning20

on their side that needs to take place.  21

We need to have these discussions, so that22

we can identify areas of differences, if you will, in23

approach, so that we can better understand those, and24

have the transparency I think that we all need in25
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moving forward in addressing all of these agreements1

prior to LA.2

So there's nothing in the NRC's approach.3

I mean, we still consider all of the importance to --4

the agreements to be important and to be addressed5

prior to LA.  It's just, as Tim and others have6

described, the low, medium, and high could have some7

bearing on the level of effort, the resources, the8

prioritization of when the work comes in, particularly9

if we find that we received several groups together10

that have a large number of agreements contained in11

them.  12

We'll certainly have to prioritize those13

review, and it may as well dictate the level of14

information that the Department of Energy chooses to15

provide to us.  And the measuring stick is still:  did16

they meet the intent of the original agreement?  And17

that's the judgment that the NRC staff will be making.18

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you.  19

And it might be one of the reasons for20

talking about the process being a risk-informed one as21

opposed to a risk-based licensing process.  22

From DOE, April, did you want to say23

something?24

MS. GIL:  Yes.  Dr. Garrick, if I could25
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just ask Bob Andrews to respond a bit about the1

circular reasoning using TSPA.2

DR. ANDREWS:  Yes.  I think maybe it was3

misunderstood, but the TSPA analyses were not4

answering the question of the technical bases.  We've5

tried to address the technical bases with additional6

information or corroborative-type information to7

support the technical bases.  8

The TSPA-type analyses were being used to9

evaluate the significance, you know, of that10

uncertainty and its potential significance to one11

particular performance measure -- that being dose --12

not the underlying technical bases themselves.  So13

that was being addressed by other means, if you will.14

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you.15

Frank, did you want to make a comment?16

DR. RAHN:  Yes.  Frank Rahn from EPRI.17

I wanted to reprise a little bit my18

comments from earlier today.  First of all, I wanted19

to compliment NRC for a fine presentation, and lots of20

progress appears to have been made in the last year or21

so in this area, which I find to be very encouraging.22

And I think it's very important work.23

Some of my comments this morning is at24

EPRI we're trying to look at risk with what I call a25
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capital R, which means not only the subject at hand1

but the greater risk.  And there was a discussion a2

few minutes earlier about "potential risks," which I3

think was well taken in terms of what we are looking4

at.5

But also, when we look at risk with a6

capital R, we look at what I call real and present7

risks, which are things like physical security.  And8

what's interesting to note is -- on one of the slides,9

things like airplane crashes were important to our10

understanding of the issue, and it was rated as a high11

risk significant issue.12

So when you take into account the13

capital R risks, and that includes things -- we worry14

about things like fuel being stored above ground as it15

presently is, which as I indicated represents a clear16

and present danger as opposed to a potential risk, how17

do you balance that off?18

And partly it is to move forward in an19

expeditious basis in terms of the licensing20

application.  I'm not aware of any legal reason why21

all of the low risk significant issues have to be22

resolved prior to licensing to the LA itself, apart23

from the agreement that appears to exist or does exist24

between DOE and NRC on the issue.25
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So, again, I raise the issue whether or1

not from a total risk standpoint whether or not it2

makes sense, or at least we keep in the back of our3

mind whether or not it's a requirement that all of the4

low risk issues have to be resolved prior to the LA5

itself, or whether or not if there is sufficient6

confidence that they can be taken care of in the LA --7

during the LA period prior to the actual license being8

issued, whether or not that would serve the greater9

public good and public safety.10

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you.11

April?12

MS. GIL:  Dr. Garrick, I feel compelled to13

say something, primarily on the basis of what Mr. Rahn14

said this morning.  I just wanted to reiterate that15

DOE has plans in place to explicitly address every16

single KTI agreement on a schedule that supports the17

December '04 license application submittal.18

Now, a few of the agreements are scheduled19

for completion after 12/04.  However, we promise to20

give the NRC a path forward for resolution to address21

these items prior to LA submittal.  And I think I22

mentioned earlier, I take the KTI agreements very23

seriously and personally, because my name is on a lot24

of the letters in which the KTI agreements were made.25
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And I consider those to be commitments between the1

Department and the NRC.2

And I think for the purposes of public3

perception it's very important that we maintain those4

commitments, and that the Department maintain its5

promises to address every single one.6

We've just submitted a revised KTI7

schedule to NRC.  They just got it yesterday.  They've8

recently completed their risk significance ranking9

results, which we've been looking through with10

significant interest.  Both agencies are going to have11

to take time to evaluate the approaches and see how12

they affect what it is we're planning on doing.13

The NRC's risk insight baseline is going14

to be very helpful to DOE.  And I really appreciate15

the work that both Tim and Jim have done on that.  I16

think it's very helpful to us.  As I mentioned, we17

looked at it with quite a bit of interest.18

We're going to use it to refine our19

approach and assist us to concentrate on what's20

important.  But remember, to us all of the KTI21

agreements are important, and we will address every22

single one.23

Thank you.24

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you.25
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MR. CAMPBELL:  John, can I just --1

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Yes.  Andy2

Campbell?3

MR. CAMPBELL:  -- add one more thing?4

It's important to keep in mind that all of the5

agreements that were made were based upon, if you6

will, somewhat of an integrated approach by the7

various KTIs to identify key issues.  The agreements8

weren't just made out of thin air.  They actually9

represent a large amount, over many years of staff10

work.11

And those agreements, at that time they12

were put together, it was felt that those were13

important to having a high quality license application14

in the door.  This risk ranking doesn't nullify those15

agreements, but what it does is it tries to put all16

293 into some context in terms of importance.  17

But it was never our intent to remove from18

the board a large number of agreements simply by19

calling them low.  It's just they're lower in20

importance than mediums and highs.  And that's, I21

think, where we view all 293 agreements.  They are22

important, but they have differing levels of23

importance.24

VICE CHAIRMAN GARRICK:  Thank you.25
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It certainly has to be a confidence1

builder to have the analysis evolve in such a way that2

you have high confidence that the most important3

things are being ferreted out, and that you can4

allocate your resources accordingly.5

It seems that that's the logical thing to6

do, and that you're developing some basis for doing7

just that -- and without neglecting any of the items,8

any of the 293, or 294 I saw once today, items.9

All right.  Any other questions, comments,10

or what have you?  You have been an excellent set of11

briefers.  We are right on schedule.  And we got12

through pretty much what we wanted to, and we13

appreciate it a great deal.  And we look forward to14

hearing more about this later.15

Okay.  Mr. Chairman?16

CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER:  Thank you, John.17

We are going to take a five-minute break.18

We will no longer be on the record.  We won't need the19

recorder.  This will give people who want a chance to20

not hang around and listen to us talk about our21

reports a chance to leave.  So a five-minute break.22

(Whereupon, at 4:17 p.m., the proceedings23

in the foregoing matter went off the24

record.)25


